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1 
Introduction 



The development and related Zoning By-law 
Amendment ("ZBA") application proposes to infill an 
existing vacant parcel at the southern periphery of 
Stratford’s Downtown for a 10-unit apartment building 
in a 3-storey street-facing “brownstone” style, 
complete with brick veneer and  horizontal wood 
siding for cladding, lower units with separate access, 
and upper units with a parlor floor and stoops 
(“proposal”). The proposal requires the submission of 
a formal ZBA. In the formal comments provided, City 
staff indicated that a Heritage Impact Assessment 
(“HIA”) and Urban Design Report (“UDR”), prepared by 
a qualified professional, will be required as part of a 
complete ZBA application. 

areas whose cultural heritage value contributes 

buildings, structures, and landscapes. 

Given the similarities between the City’s two guiding 

Standards), both the heritage and the urban design 
assessments have been consolidated as a single 
report. The critical component is understanding 
how heritage and urban design matters are being 
addressed in a harmonized manner, especially 
given that there are several overlapping categories 

to address heritage and urban design separately 

the two. Therefore, the title of this report is a Heritage 

The purpose of this report is to assess the impacts 
of the proposal on the site and the surrounding 

or alternative development approaches to 
conserve any heritage attributes, as applicable. 
Furthermore, this report also assesses the proposed 

general design and articulates the overall urban 
design vision and principles for the proposed 

intended to provide guidance to the Owners and the 

urban design matters will be discussed and meshed 
where applicable. The report will result in conclusions 
and recommendations on both heritage and urban 
design mitigation, and strategy. 

Bright Past
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2 
Site & 

Surroundings 



 

Subject Site 

Figure 1 - Location Map 
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2.1 Subject Site 

Water St 
Street South. The ranged addressing is due to the 
ownership registration under a single name which 
automatically merged the previously separate 
parcels on title in 2013. The site is located on the 

Cobourg St 

 

2 

at the southwest corner of a block that is bounded 

South to the west. The site is near the southern edge 

5 
1 

4 

3southeast of Stratford City Hall, and represents the 
Subject Site 

Grange St 

      Douro St 
“Part Lots 3 and 5, and all of Lot 4, Registered 
Plan 75, As In R231419; T/W R231419; Subject to 400m 
Interest In R231419 & Part Lots 4 and 5, Plan 
75, As In R359200; Subject to R359200; City Of 
Stratford.” 

but historically, has been used for serval different 
businesses over the years including a bowling alley, 
automotive garage, and a hotel, among others. The 
last buildings on site, which included a bowling alley 
and a hotel. The hotel burned down in 2003, and the 
bowling alley building was demolished sometime in 
2004. Currently the site is used as a gravel parking 

that the site was used by the public for free parking 

In terms of the urban fabric, the site’s vacancy has 

Falstaff St 

Heritage Conservation District Heritage Conservation District # Landmarks 
(“HCD”) Boundary - Part IV, V 1  City Hall 

2  Market Square 
3  Avon Theatre245 Downie Street (an individually Heritage Conservation District 4  Studio Theatredesignated property under Part IV and - Part V 5  Rheo Thompson Candiesis outside of the Heritage District.) 

Figure 2 - Aerial Context Map 

Property Address Line
Municipality Line 5 



Arterial 

as a Local 

metres and are intended to serve regional and local 
travel demand by carrying large volumes of all types 

site is irregular, as it forms a triangular cross section 

and sidewalks on one side, consistent paving, 
and lighting. Sidewalk widths along this portion of 

resulting in a standard pedestrian boulevard. 

Street, and Falstaff Street, the sidewalks are at their 

this corner, the entire radius is paved with concrete. 

Street, and the park provides benches for seating, is 
grass covered, and contains mature trees. 

located along Falstaff Street on the west side of the 

start further to the east along Falstaff Street and 

site lighting, and because the site is vacant, the site 
creates a broken street frontage within the outer 
limits of the downtown. 

Subject Site looking North Subject Site looking Northeast 

Bright Past
Heritage Consulting Inc. 6 



 

  

  

    

   

  Edge of Subject Site looking East along Falstaff St Subject Site Looking North from Corner 

Subject Site looking south towards Bradshaw Lofts Subject Site looking West 

Rear of Subject Site looking West Entire Site looking Northwest from Bradshaw Lofts 

203-209 Waterloo Street South 
City of Stratford 7 



2.2 Adjacent and Surrounding 
Context 

and civic interaction in the City. The site forms part 

vary all around the site, with the most prominent 

further to the north, and the YMCA building to the 
west. The YMCA building across the street to the west 

Towns building was a former industrial building built 

and Candy Company. Although this building has 3 

a half level, and the overall appearance from the 

the red brick building to the north. Heights decrease 
towards the east, which transitions into a primarily 
residential neighbourhood. 

southwest corner of a City block that is bounded 

to the west. For the purposes of this report, the block 

comprised of residential properties that are heavily 

uses such as a bed and breakfast. The western edge 

the most variability in terms of land uses. This portion 

site, which is vacant but zoned for commercial and 

worth noting the parcel to the east and abutting the 

residential zone when compared to the remainder 

most of the residential portion of the block is zoned 

zone, apartment buildings are permitted uses at 

Bright Past
Heritage Consulting Inc. 8 



     

       

        
         

 

      

             

     
  

follows: 

North: 
commercial / residential buildings including a 

according to the City’s online mapping), and a 

glass windows. The roof of the church has several 
slopes but is generally a gable roof which has been 
recently cladded in bright red steel. 

Building North of Subject Site along Waterloo St S St. Paul’s Church North of Subject Site Single-Detached Dwelling North of Subject Site along 
Douro St 

St. Paul’s Church North of Subject Site along Douro St Lot Under Construction North of Subject Site Another Single-Detached Dwelling North of Subject Site 
along Douro St 

Property Address Line
Municipality Line 9 



       

         

      

         
      

        

      
 

East: is a driveway which seemingly blends in 

providing street access to the rear and side of the 

detached residential building, which may have been 

Street South. Several of the buildings to the east are 
former residential houses that have been converted 
in apartments, including 28 Falstaff Street, which is a 

Single-Detached Dwelling East of Subject Site along 
Falstaff St 

Bright Past
Heritage Consulting Inc. 10 



 

      

  Other Angle of Single-Detached Dwelling East of Subject Site 

Dwellings East of Subject Site along Fallstaff St Semi-Detached Dwellings East of Subject Site 

203-209 Waterloo Street South 
City of Stratford 11 



      

      

         
      

         

     
 

      

South: 

yellow brick building with limestone foundation, that 

Lofts building is an individually designated heritage 

has no other neighbours to the south. Further to the 
south are several single storey commercial buildings 
that appeared vacant during the site visit on June 11, 
2022. 

Bradshaw Lofts South of Subject Site Bradshaw Lofts Heritage Plaque South of Subject Site 

Non-residential Uses South of Subject Site along Downie St More Non-residential Uses South of Subject Site along 
Downie St 

Bright Past
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Cooper Bus Terminus Southwest of Subject Site 

Basketball Court Southwest of Subject Site 

West: 

concrete structure along with a large amount of 
surface parking, grassed boulevards, and basketball 
court. The surface parking for the YMCA blends in 
with more surface parking associated with Cooper 

Terminus is a primary transit hub in the City and the 

walk. Even further to the east, is the site of the 
former Cooper building, a railway hub and former 
locomotive repair centre, partially responsible for 
the growth of Stratford. 

Remaining Portions of Cooper Building West of Subject Site YMNC West of Subject Site along Downie St 

203-209 Waterloo Street South 
City of Stratford 13 



2.3 Heritage Context 

Heritage Status 

under the Heritage Act (see Figure 3 

Shakespeare Gardens to the west. In a general 

97. The designation enables Stratford’s Council 
the right to manage and guide future change in 
the district, through adoption of a district plan 
with policies and guidelines for conservation, 
protection and enhancement of the area’s special 
character and heritage resources1 

whereby the protections in place are related to real 
properties. The guidelines for the implementation of 

of any building permit or site plan approval in the 

a review of the heritage permit application, City staff 

and/or Council review of the application. A copy 

Appendix A. 

is now a vacant lot, the purpose of this report will 
be to assess the impacts (if any) of the proposed 
development against the surrounding land uses 
and the broader standards outlined in the City of 

properties of cultural heritage value or interest as 

HIAs assess for potential impacts on properties that 

means besides, behind and abutting, as well as 
across a street from a property. In this regard, the 

property) designation under the Ontario Heritage 
Act. 

Therefore, the focus of this HIA will be on the potential 
impacts to these two parcels, north and south of 

metres) but, in our opinion, does not meet the City’s 

as part of this HIA. 

1  Built heritage resource: means a building, structure, monument, installation or any manufactured or constructed part or remnant that contributes 

and/or international registers. 

Bright Past
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 Heritage Conservation District 
- Part V

 Heritage Conservation District 
- Part IV, V

 Heritage Conservation District 
(“HCD”) Boundary 

Subject Site 

Figure 3 - Downtown Core Heritage Conservation District Map 

203-209 Waterloo Street South 
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Surrounding Land Uses and Built Form 
Character 
A site visit was completed on June 11, 2022, during 
which time a visual assessment and photo 
documentation of the heritage character and 
surrounding area was undertaken. 

there are a wide variety of building typologies, 
heights, and massing. 

commercial uses oriented towards the street. 

accessed via a driveway off Falstaff Street, and there 

and building openings (e.g., windows and doors), 
we assume that this parcel will never fully allow 
for a consistent building frontage along the street. 
The opening and accesses will need to continue 
to function, and therefore, there may always be a 

Street. 

residential dwellings with typical street facing 

frontage, essentially breaking up the building 
presence along the street, creating a gap in the 

Street, which generally lend to a continuous historic 
building wall. 

also vary. The predominant material is brick and 
stone, but there are also samples of concrete (e.g., 
the YMCA), stucco, and vinyl siding. Special to the 

Lofts, which utilize a half level at grade. This half 

related window pattern along Falstaff Street, with 

st and 3rd 

Architectural styles also vary along this section of 

from styles such as Late Victorian (Commercial), 

of the houses along Falstaff street also widely vary. 

Bright Past
Heritage Consulting Inc. 16 



 

       

   
 

195 Waterloo St S 189 Waterloo St S St. Paul’s Church at 9 Douro St 

39 Douro St 28 Falstaff St Bradshaw Lofts, Former Cooper 
Building, and YMCA 

203-209 Waterloo Street South 
City of Stratford 17 



attributes for areas, streets, views, or buildings within the district, but rather, focus on providing standards 
for additions, renovations, maintenance, alteration, rehabilitation, conversions, and new construction. In 

general conservation, location and massing, architecture, masonry, cladding, building openings, roofs, and 
streetscapes. 

brick; foundation is limestone with two multi 
paned windows on the left side; a door 
beside these on the left and three blocked up 

up round headed door in the centre and three 
round headed windows that are blocked up 
on the left side; three round headed windows 
on the right side of the door are blocked up 
except for the one on the left and the right 
of the centre window that have four panes in 

voussoirs forming a pointed arch above them; 

which are blocked up. 

has twenty-one windows that are almost all 
blocked up except for the four on the right-
hand side; two of these on the right have 
the original six over six panes; there are brick 
pilasters in between each set of two windows; 
the second and third storey are the same as 

entrance porch to a business; the second and 

windows; a large rectangular four storey brick 
projection with a window blocked up on the 

irregular arrangement of doors and windows 

up; generally there are pilasters between 
every two windows. 

Bright Past
Heritage Consulting Inc. 18 



2.4 Built Form and Design Context 

Lot Fabric, Block and General Street 
Pattern 

hectares in size, oriented east to west. The streets 

follow a grid pattern. 

The western edge of the block has the widest 
boulevards, especially due to the presence of 

streets have typical residential neighbourhood 

Street address) all lend to a continuous building wall, 

Street South. 

block format that concentrates buildings along its 

backyards of the residential properties throughout 

to have one the most prominent street frontages. 

the urban fabric. 

multiple addresses and varying sizes. There are 
three predominantly large lots which include the 

203-209 Waterloo Street South 
City of Stratford 19 



A summary of the lot fabric is provided in the table below. 34 George Street East has been omitted from 
the table due to the lot being a large outlier and home to the two theatres taking up nearly an entire block: 

Municipal Address Use Approx. Lot Size Approx. Front 
Yard Setback 

Height 
(Storeys) 

                   
                     

203 / 209 Waterloo St S Vacant  1,229 m2 5.0 m (Proposed) 3 (Proposed)(Subject Site) 
2 0 m 3 

2 0 m 2 

2 3 

2 

0 m (4 Visually) 
Institutional 0 m 3(YMCA) 

Institutional 2 0 m(Church) 

409 m2 1.1 m 

343 m2 

2 

2 

340 m2 3.4 m 
2 

2 

387 m2 4.2 m 

430 m2 

2 2.2 m 

710 m2 

710 m2 2 

Bright Past
Heritage Consulting Inc. 20 



Municipal Address Use Approx. Lot Size Approx. Front 
Yard Setback 

Height 
(Storeys) 

 

                  

7.4 m 1 

377 m2 2.7 m 

439 m2 

2 

2 2 
2 3.3 m 1 

709 m2 4.3 m 

709 m2 4.9 m 
2 4.0 m 

172 Nile St 

2 4.0 m 

48 Falstaff St 708 m2 1 

707 m242 Falstaff St 

38 Falstaff St 2 2 

32 Falstaff St 

28 Falstaff St 2 3.3 m 

22 / 24 Falstaff St 

2 

2 3.4 m 

2 2 1 to 3 
(4 Visually) 

yard setback or no setback, and all strictly residential uses have a front yard setback that ranges from 0 

203-209 Waterloo Street South 
City of Stratford 21 



Surrounding Colour Palette 
A large of number of photographs were taken during the site visit. In addition, several historic photographs 

buildings and materials. Using a digital editing tool to create a local colour palette that is primarily composed 
of neutrals and earth tones (i.e., natural tones of orange, beige, grey, white, or black). There were also a 
few outlier colours such as the bright red roof from the church, a light pink pastel colour (i.e., the painted 

synthesized local colour palette along with colour swatches are provided below in Figure 4 and 5. 

Relationships and Linkages 

The site has walking access to all bus routes 

Bright Past
Heritage Consulting Inc. 22 



 

  

  

Figure 4 - Surrounding Colour Palette 

Figure 5 - Local Colour Swatches 
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Proposal 
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The proposed development represents an infill of a 
vacant lot on the periphery of the City’s Downtown 
and will result in the construction of a new 3-storey 
residential apartment building (“the proposal”). 
Should the ZBA be approved, the proposed 
development represents an infill of a vacant lot on the 
periphery of the City’s Downtown and will result in the 
construction of a new 3-storey residential apartment 
building (“the proposal”). The resulting building will 
create 10 new residential dwelling units and will have a 
maximum height of 14.8 metres. The building has been 
designed taking influence from the brownstone 
format (i.e., apartment building with street-facing, 
privately accessed units with a below grade access 
and a raised parlour floor via a small stoop). 

The typical brownstone format, common in New 

of brown stone. Historically, each unit was owned 
by one family with the lower access being reserved 
for house staff (e.g., maid or butler) and the upper 

how the units within the building are divided. Each 

with each section of the building divided into two 

occupy the entire depth of the building from street 
front to the rear of the building. 

proposed on the site. 

resulting density on site will be 81.4 units per hectare. 

Access to the site is proposed in two locations, both 
of which are located off Falstaff Street. The primary 
entrance is located furthest east along down Falstaff 

internally in a crescent back around to Falstaff Street 

All parking is proposed internal to the site as surface 

the building at the rear. The overall parking ratio is 

along the rear of the building will be separated from 
the building itself using bollards. 

rear of the building. For the most part each unit will 
have waste storage under a building overhang to the 

leisure, be able to carry waste towards the northeast 

(Moloks) within a boulevard near to the drive aisle. 

is appropriately managed on site while lending to a 
cleaner aesthetic and overall better odour control. 
The rear yard of the site includes a landscaped 

planting or other landscape treatments. 

along residential), and a reduced parking rate of 

things. 

apartment buildings. The proposal has adopted a 

from grade by about 2.1 metres (7 feet). As a result, 

high ceilings and doors and will result in a striking 
street appearance. It is also a simple way of avoiding 

proposed. 

203-209 Waterloo Street South 
City of Stratford 25 



         

       
       

        
     

      

        
   

       
       

      
      

        

       
       

        

The building has also adopted an exterior side yard 
setback of 3.0 metres, that together with the interior 
side yard setback, comply with the Zoning By-law. 
However, an exception to the Zoning By-law ("ZBL") is 
required to accommodate a front yard setback of up 
to 5.0 metres between the property line along 
Waterloo Street South (post widening) and the front 
main building wall. This is required so that a parlour 
floor and stoop can be accommodated in the design 
of the buiding (i.e., space for the stairs), which the ZBL 
does not account for. As well, the ZBA also seeks relief 
from the ZBL to allow for an exception to permit the 
encroachment of the parlour floor stairs into the front 
yard, to allow for a pedestrian connection to the 
sidewalk using the Brownstone building style. Lastly, 
the ZBA is required to permit dwelling units within an 
apartment to each have individual exterior entrances, 
in keeping with the Brownstone design language. 
From the street, the building will maintain a 
semi-continuous streetwall, and will offer a unique 
street appearance. 

The site is proposed to have an overall lot coverage 

storage during the winter months will occur within 
a designated snow storage area in the northeast 
corner of the lands, and within grassed areas beside 
boulevards capable of accommodating the snow 
load. Landscaping is proposed to include grassed 
areas, trees, and a rain garden. 

Bright Past
Heritage Consulting Inc. 

From a pedestrian circulation perspective, the site has 
integrated sidewalks with the design connecting to 
existing sidewalks along Waterloo Street South and 
Falstaff Street and enhancing those connections 
through a new internal sidewalk system internal to the 
site within the surface parking lot. Loading for the site 
during moving days or deliveries will be provided 
along the street, with an option area designed as an 
internal layby just west of the main entrance driveway 
at the east edge of the site. The proposed Concept 
Site Plan is illustrated in Figure 6 followed by coloured 
renderings. 

The building is proposed to be constructed out of 
predominantly modern construction materials 
with concrete foundation and walls, and a brick 
veneer cladding. The colour of the brick is proposed 

surrounding colour palette. The front façade has 
been designed in a manner that compliments 

the half level of the former industrial building using 

viewed from the street looking north, the building 
will provide an entrance line only incrementally taller 

looking south, the building entrance line will be very 
consistent. 
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Elevation drawings of the proposed building are provided in Figures 7 to 10. 

Figure 7 - West (Front) Elevation Figure 9 -

Figure 8 - East (Rear) Elevation Figure 10 - South (Exterior Side) Elevation 
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The following section provides an overview of the applicable legislative, 

to matters of cultural heritage, conservation of resources, and urban 
design. 

4.1 Planning Act 

is provincial legislation that sets out the ground rules 
for land use planning in Ontario. It describes how 
land uses may be controlled, and who may control 

that speak to matters relating to cultural heritage, 
including those matters of provincial interest in 
Section 2, which among other matters, states that: 

2 The Minister, the council of a municipality, a 
local board, a planning board and the Tribunal, 
in carrying out their responsibilities under this 
Act, shall have regard to, among other matters, 
matters of provincial interest such as, 

(d) the conservation of features of 

Municipal Affairs and Housing, or the Minister 
together with any other minister of the Crown, issues 
policy statements on matters relating to municipal 
planning that are of provincial interest. In this regard, 

prepared, which sets the rules for land use planning 
in Ontario. 

4.2 Provincial Policy Statement 

covers policies about managing growth, using, 
and managing natural resources, protecting the 

provides policy direction on matters of provincial 
interest including the wise use and management of 
cultural heritage resources. 

direction with respect to cultural heritage and 

cultural heritage landscapes shall be conserved. 

Planning authorities shall not permit 
development and site alteration on adjacent 
lands to protected heritage property except 
where the proposed development and site 
alteration has been evaluated and it has been 
demonstrated that the heritage attributes 
of the protected heritage property will be 
conserved. 

The proposed infill development and related ZBA 
application is being submitted supported by this 
report, which evaluates and demonstrates how the 
adjacent heritage resources will be conserved. 
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4.3 Heritage Act 

of heritage properties and archaeological sites in 

heritage protection in Ontario, and then was 

amendments included several new process related 
changes for owners, applicants, and municipalities, 
including among other changes: 
› 

included in a heritage register a notice and the 

› 

in writing of the intention to demolish or remove 
a building or structure or to permit the demolition 

› 
municipality to respond to a property owner 
about the completeness of their application for 
alteration of, or demolition or removal affecting, a 

› Allowing applications for alteration or demolition 
to be approved should Council not decide within 

has been guided by the criteria provided within the 
applicable implementing regulations. 

4.4 Ontario Heritage Tool Kit 
Through the 2021 amendments to the Heritage Act 

the province also proved updates to the Ontario 

forming the core guidance material for users of the 
Heritage Act. 

municipal councils and their associates can 

heritage properties using powers under the Heritage 
Act. They also describe roles community members 
can play in municipal heritage conservation, as 
participants on municipal heritage committees, or 
through local research conducted by groups with 
an understanding of heritage. 

has been written with guidance provided in both the 
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4.5 City of Stratford Official Plan 

Land Use Policies 

establishes the planned land uses for properties 

Figure 11 

by compactness and more intense development. 

establishing the identity and image of the City for 

is also the centre of government and business, a 
public gathering place, a place for shopping and 
conducting business, and a place for entertainment, 

character by its centrality, its architecture and 
historic buildings, its converging street pattern, its 
compactness, and its diversity of uses and activity. 

and personal services of all types, including hotels, 

governmental facilities, public administration and 

indoor recreation activities and parks and open 

use developments. 

Therefore, from an urban design perspective, the 
proposed residential development is both generally 

Core. 

Figure 11 - Schedule A General Land Use Plan 
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Heritage Policies 

with respect to heritage conservation in the City. 

Figure 12 - Schedule E Heritage Areas and Corridors 

evaluated based on conformity with the Heritage 

Canada. 

(see Figure 12 and 13). 

In considering the designation of additional 
Heritage Districts, the City, in consultation with 
Heritage Stratford, shall have regard for the 
following criteria for establishing such Districts: 

a. a group of buildings, features and spaces 

through association with a person, group 
or activity; 

b. Buildings or 
architectural 

structures that are 
or vernacular value 

of 
or 

interest; and/or, 

c. Important physical and aesthetic 
characteristics that provide a context for 
heritage resources or associations with the 
district, including featuressuchasbuildings, 
structures, landscapes, topography, 
natural heritage and archaeological sites. 

Figure 13 -
Conservation District 
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has had regard for the guidance provided for in 
the Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation 

that: 

Development in Heritage Conservation 
Districts shall: 

a. be reviewed in the context of the 
applicable Heritage District Plan and any 
Heritage Conservation District Guidelines 
and, where appropriate Parks Canada 
Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic 
Places in Canada; and, 

b. require a heritage permit if any alterations 
or changes to the appearance of the 
property and the buildings and structures 
on the property are to be made, including 
all additions and alterations to buildings 
and structures on the property, demolition 
of buildings or structures on the property, 
all new construction, and landscaping 
and/or alteration to the property. 

Development shall also require a heritage 

assistance. 

and must conform with any applicable Heritage 

destruction, or loss of heritage resources. 

with respect to the implementation of heritage 
conservation policies and protections in the City. In 

and submission of a HIA for development applications 

properties or heritage conservation districts. 
Furthermore, said development will not be permitted 
unless the proposed development and site alteration 
has been evaluated and it has been demonstrated 
that the heritage attributes of the protected heritage 
property will be conserved. 

be retained, restored, and ideally enhanced unless 
overriding conditions of public health and safety 
warrant otherwise. 

Impact Assessment will be to demonstrate how 

will ensure that the surrounding area will not be 

to heritage buildings and streetscapes in the 

Core’ contribute to the identity and character of 

noteworthy buildings / streetscapes which includes 

encourage their restoration, maintenance, and 

heritage buildings or streetscapes. 
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Urban Design Policies 

As mentioned above, Section 4.4 provides policy 

regarding compactness and intensity, stating that: 

The City recognizes the importance of 
compactness and intensity of development 
as critical elements in maintaining the 
distinctive character of the ‘Downtown Core’, 
its ‘people-friendly’ environment and in its 

role. Proposals, therefore, which would 
serve to undermine the compactness of the 
‘Downtown Core’ by resulting in or leading 
to a proliferation of development beyond its 
boundary, or which would not constitute an 
intensive use of land, or which would not be 
conducive or convenient to pedestrian activity 
will be discouraged. 

contribute to the compactness and intensity of the 
area. 

to design, form, and scale of new development in 

form, and scale of new development respects the 

not introduce elements of building or site design 
which are inconsistent or contrary to its established 
character and fabric. 

increased resident population. From an urban 

buildings to residential purposes as well as new 

structures towards the periphery of the core or as 

encouraged. 

respect to urban and community design in the City. 
The purpose is to ensure that the City’s s distinctive 

maintained and enhanced. Accordingly, Section 

views, landscape design, safe community design, 
accessibility and visibility, active transportation, 

and Gateways. 

respect to sustainable community design. The City 
recognizes that elements of community design, 
including street networks, land uses, and roadway 
design (among other elements), play a collective role 
in ensuring that developments are sustainable and 
resilient and that residents can make sustainable 
transportation choices. In particular, development 
is encouraged to be designed to, among other 
strategies: 
› 
› 

connectivity and is designed to promote active 

› Use locally sourced materials. 

with respect to the City’s street system. Many of the 
policies in this section are more directly related to 

› 

wide sidewalks, landscaped medians, or other 

introduce bicycle paths and lanes, as appropriate to 
the function of the road. 

is supported by surface transit (i.e., all bus routes via 
the Cooper Terminus), and there are plans for future 
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respect to streetscape design in the City, focusing 

buildings in Stratford must ensure that, among other 
mechanisms: 

iv) pavement, sidewalk and right-of-way widths, 
as well as the provision of bicycle lanes and 

minimize the paved area; 

v) the siting of parking areas, and the siting and 
massing of buildings and structures on all streets, 
but particularly on arterial and collector streets, 
shall generally assist in the creation of high-
quality streetscapes and, in particular, regard 
shall be had to providing a sense of enclosure 
to the street by situating building mass adjacent 
to the street, and particularly at intersections, to 
frame the street space; 

viii) landscaping and/or architectural features 

public open space, framing of views and focal 
points, direction of pedestrian movement and 
demarcation of areas with different functions 
as appropriate through features such as low 
masonry walls/ metal fences, rockery, special 

features (e.g. clocks, towers, cupolas, bays, 
pergolas, weather vanes, art), outdoor activity 
areas (e.g. patios, plazas, squares), extensive 

and; 

ix) the coordinated design and integration of 
service infrastructure and utilities will contribute 
to the visual quality of the streetscape and, in 
particular, service and open storage areas and 
utilities and services should be sited away from 
prominent views from the street to minimize 
impacts, alternative design options for locating 
such facilities should be considered, and only 
where there is no alternative should they be 
sited in view sensitive locations, in which case 
decorative screening shall be required. 

with respect to views related to community and 

development will be designed to preserve, enhance 

institutional buildings, structures, and facilities such 
as City Hall which can be seen when standing on the 

respect to landscape design in the City. Most of 
the policies in this section are not applicable to the 

is generally given to active street frontages over 

provides that new development and redevelopment 

developed areas, which in terms of hardscaping 

respect to safe community design, often referred 

and security and minimize the potential for crime, 
urban design should result in clear, unobstructed 
views of areas such as parking lots, parks, public 
institutions, and open spaces, while streetscapes 
should be designed to encourage active public use 
and natural surveillance opportunities. In particular, 

i. the design and siting of new buildings and 
structures shall provide opportunities for visual 

ii. clear, unobstructed views to parks and open 

iii. appropriate lighting, visibility and opportunities 
for informal surveillance shall be provided for 
all walkways, parking lots, parking garages and 

iv. landscape elements shall be selected and 
sited in order to maintain views for safety and 

v. the sharing of such facilities as parking and 
walkways shall be encouraged to increase use 
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vi. design which promotes a sense of community 

use, control and surveillance opportunities by 

vii. the provision of views into, out of, and through, 
publicly accessible interior spaces shall be 

viii. design which precludes entrapment or the 
perception of entrapment through properly 

2 

buildings and facilities, and to encourage the public 
and private sector to adopt similar goals with respect 

policy direction regarding active transportation and 
considers features that contribute to enhancements 
of pedestrian movements and bicyclists and other 
active transportation modes, as well as individuals 
with mobility challenges. It is understood that there 
is a need for balance in Heritage Conservation 

All decisions regarding active transportation will 

use of wide sidewalks, and the provision of bicycle 
parking and other facilities for bicycles. In this regard, 

for intersection improvements and a primary 

walk. The installation of a bike lane would enhance 
opportunities for pedestrian connections from the 

Section 6.2.9 provides policy direction with respect to 
the external design of buildings and is perhaps the 
most applicable urban design related policy to the 
proposed development. The City accounts for all the 
policies of OP, particularly the policies of the 
community design strategy section when considering 
the external design of buildings and the design of the 
adjacent streetscapes as part of site plan approvals. 
Given that the legislative changes set out in Bill 23 no 
longer require site plan control for residential 

development with 10 units or less and establishes 
limits to a municipality's ability to regulate exterior 
design and appearance of buildings through the site 
plan process, the following section is provided as 
reference with respect to best practices.  In addition, 
the external design of buildings must be evaluated 
against the guiding directions in the City’s Urban 
Design and Landscape Guidelines. In particular, the 
City evaluates whether the proposal: 

i. includes sustainable building practices such 
as the use of green roofs and solar panels 
with the achievement of LEED or Energy Star or 

encouraged; 
ii. complements the massing patterns, rhythms, 

character and context of adjacent existing 
development, while recognizing that built form 
evolves over time and that new buildings should 
not necessarily replicate existing buildings; 

iii. 
iv. is designed to incorporate the principles of 

universal design to ensure access and visitability 
for all individuals, while recognizing the need for 
balance where designated heritage properties 
and properties in Heritage Conservation Districts 
are involved; 

v. is in scale with surrounding development; 
vi. is designed to ensure that all buildings, and, 

in particular, any commercial, mixed-use or 
institutional buildings are designed to animate 
and create a positive interface with the street 
through: 
a. the use of architecture and facade treatment 

(e.g., landmark features, recesses, projections, 
canopies) of the buildings, including 
appropriate variation in materials and 
textures and colours of building materials to 

b. front doors and generous real windows, or 
in some cases three-dimensional display 
windows, on any major walls facing streets; 

c. strong pedestrian connections to the street 
for all development; and, 

d. the location of outdoor activity areas (e.g., 
patios), landscaping and other site design 
elements. 

2 Visitability is a measure of a place’s ease of access for people with disabilities. 
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Section 6.3 of the OP provides specific community 
design related policy direction regarding the City’s 
“Downtown Core”. Specifically, the OP provides that the 
Downtown Core is, and will continue to be, the focal 
point of the community for residents and visitors. It is 
considered a mixed-use area with itsown unique 
heritage character which is recognized  through its 
designation as the DC-HCD. Again, given that site plan 
control is no longer required for residential 
development with 10 units or less, the following section 
is provided as reference with respect to best 
practices. To ensure that this character is reflected in 
new development, the City carefully reviews the 
general design of new buildings and structures 
through the site plan process to ensure that the 
development reflects the general design policies of 
this Plan as appropriate and in particular that: 

i. the scale and massing of new construction is 
consistent with surrounding buildings; 

ii. the existing building setback from the street line 
is generally maintained; 

iii. pedestrian oriented uses are encouraged to 
locate at grade level particularly along Ontario 
and Downie Street Streets; 

iv. 
Heritage District Conservation Plan and the 
related policies in Section 3.5 of this Plan. 

v. For the reasons set out in Sections 6.0 to 8.0 
of this report, we are of the opinion that, from 
a heritage and urban design perspective, 
the proposed development conforms to the 

4.6 City of Stratford New 
Comprehensive Zoning  
By-law 

Stratford City Council recently adopted a new 

regulatory initiatives at the provincial and City level. 

including residential uses such as apartment 
buildings, boarding house dwellings, converted 
dwellings, dwelling units, and group homes. 

allow for: 
› 

commercial use along with all uses permitted in 

› 

› 

› 

in lieu of parking to be provided to an amount 

› 
development is a permitted use as of right, 
however, site-specific exceptions are required for 
an increased front yard setback, encroachment 
into the front yard, and private unit access to 
facilitate the redevelopment proposal. 
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4.7 City of Stratford Heritage 
Conservation District 
Standards 

such, the associated Heritage Conservation 

following the recommendations outlined in the 
standards is a generally acceptable basis for 
property development and maintenance in the 

it is possible that an excellent 
design solution may even disregard some of the 
recommendations usually appropriate to such 
renovations 

are related to repair, replacement, or alterations. 
However, some of the standards also apply to 
new construction, which is most applicable to the 
proposed development since the resulting building 

on the applicable standards for new development 
while also having regard for the other general 

with, especially with respect to new development. 

“BY-LAW NUMBER 174-97 OF THE CORPORATION 
OF THE CITY OF STRATFORD Being a By-
law to establish certain guidelines for the 
implementation of a heritage conservation 
district in the of Stratford. 

WHEREAS Council of The Corporation of the 
City of Stratford has by by-law designated 

heritage conservation district; 

AND WHEREAS Council intends to regulate 
the demolition or removal of buildings and 
structures within the heritage conservation 
district through the establishment of 

Notwithstanding, this report has been prepared 
to demonstrate how the proposed development, 

document. 

General Standards 

to rehabilitate and restore the front facades 
of buildings, in accordance with the detailed 
conservation guidelines in the Ontario Heritage 

prepared in 1992 and 1994, respectively, and in our 
opinion, are out of date. In both instances, there are 
more modern versions of these guiding conservation 
documents including the recently updated Ontario 

(Galvin, 2012). 

One of the elements discussed in the general 

repair. 

repair and replacement. The proposed development 
is not representative of either type of interventions, 
at it is an entirely new built form on a vacant lot, 
and policy directives speak to land use planning 

development is not a repair or replacement, the 
general principles in these sections speak to 
architectural details such as decorative wood detail, 
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Location and Massing 

and suggestions would apply to the proposed 
development: 
› All new construction and additions are to be 

designed with the pedestrian as the primary 
focus at the street level. 

› The side yard on each side of a development 
must be the same as the side yards on the rest 
of the street. 

› The ratio of the height to the width of the façade 

the height to the width of the facades of nearby 
buildings. 

› 
buildings must do the same. 

› In the case of very wide lots, the façade needs to 
be divided to look like separate buildings. 

› The amount of window area in the front of a 
building and size of windows must be the same 

› The direction, pitch and arrangement of a 
roof must be the same as the predominant 
streetscape of the downtown core. 

› The height of a development cannot be less 

height of the 2 highest buildings in the block. 

Architecture 

relevant recommendations and suggestions would 
apply to the proposed development: 
› 

construction to the original building is deferential 
or assertive, new work must acknowledge either 
the original or the predominant streetscape of 
the downtown core. Historic details and patterns 
must be addressed in the design of new work. 

with or trivialize the old. 
› New work shall maintain the rhythm, orientation, 

and proportions of either the original or the 
predominant streetscape of the downtown core, 
especially where visible from the street. 

› 

› New work shall be distinguishable from the old. 
› New work shall be harmonious and sympathetic 

can be achieved by making the new material 
slightly recessed, a different material to the old, 

the new. The contrast shall not be harsh or visually 
obtrusive. 

› 
openings such as windows, doors and solid walls 
and the continuation of horizontals such as string 
courses and plinths. 

› 
heights above the ground of cornices, key 
moldings, materials, colors, and other details. 

› 
access between the old and the new to minimize 

› 
follow traditional options for additions. 
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Masonry Walls 

the following relevant recommendations and 
suggestions would apply to the proposed 
development: 
› The original masonry must be retained wherever 

possible. If repair and/or reconstruction is 
necessary, the new brick or stonework shall 
match the appearance of the original as closely 
as possible, in color, shape and/or pattern. 

› Unpainted stone and brick shall remain unpainted. 
An already painted brick wall may be repainted, 
but only with a masonry paint that breathes. Many 
types of paint and silicone can create a surface 
coating on masonry that traps moisture and can 
result in the outer surface of brick spalling off. 

› 
color of the masonry or apply a neutral color (i.e., 
natural tones of red, beige, grey or white). 

Cladding 

relevant recommendations and suggestions would 
apply to the proposed development: 
› The application of new surfaces or coatings 

that alter the appearance and character of the 
heritage building’s original cladding shall not be 
utilized. The use of metal and synthetic sidings 
such as vinyl is not supported. 

› The removal of siding considered to be 

aluminum and vinyl siding, asbestos tile, etc.) 
Once removed, the heritage building should 
be restored to its original state using available 
physical and archival evidence. If the original 
cladding material is unknown, a siding material 
appropriate to the style of the building and 

› 
stripped bare. 

Building Openings 

windows and doors are only applicable to repairs 
and replacements. 

Roofs 

recommendations and suggestions would apply to 
the proposed development: 
› 

essential, including annual cleaning of gutters 

chimneys, and other parts. 
› Original roof forms shall be conserved and 

maintained. Elements such as the original roof 

architectural details shall be maintained. 
› 

wherever possible to preserve the original 

becomes necessary, then the same material or 
as close a match as possible shall be used. 

› Functional and decorative metalwork including 
but not necessarily limited to eaves trough, 

be repaired, or restored if possible and original 
materials maintained. If the components need to 

shall be used. 

Lighting 

relevant recommendations and suggestions would 
apply to the proposed development: 
› 

property owners in the core area must be 
consistent with the heritage style used by the City 
of Stratford when placed in an area affecting the 
streetscape. 

› 
report, we are of the opinion that, from a heritage 
perspective, the proposed development provides 
appropriate consideration and implementation 
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4.8 City of Stratford Urban Design and Landscape Guidelines 

The following section outlines the urban design guidelines that are applicable to the proposed development. 

Streets and Streetscapes 

recommendations with respect to the hierarchy 
and treatments of the street network in the City of 
Stratford which is primarily laid out in a compact grid 
pattern comprised of arterial roads, collector roads 

it is to ensure that the street network continues to 
evolve to support active transportation, including 
pedestrians, cyclists, and transit users, beyond 
their primary function as vehicular transportation 
corridors. 

roads that connect and provide connections 
within neighbourhoods that have a higher level of 

of boulevards that include wide sidewalks on both 
sides, consistent paving, lighting, and public art 
where appropriate.

 are another important 

are intended as community places intended to 
accommodate the safe movement of pedestrians, 
but also provide areas for social interaction. The 

Use Area sidewalks are typically designed to be 
wider, accommodating the highest number of 
pedestrians, a variety of commercial activities and 
street amenities such as trees, lighting, bike parking, 
seating, etc. These streets should focus on creating 
a complete, safe, intimate pedestrian environment 
for walking, cycling, and socializing. 

following design guidelines apply to the proposed 
development: 
› The boulevard (between curb edge and building 

have a minimum width of 4.0 metres and be 

of a hard paved surface and/or landscaping on 
both sides of the street. 

› Sidewalks should be coordinated with the design 
of feature paving across boulevards, intersections, 
crosswalks, and driveways to ensure visibility and 
accessibility of the pedestrian network. 

› Street trees should be located within the paved 

a metal grille. 
› 

recreational trail networks. 
› 

of pedestrians. 
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Pedestrian and Bicycle Connection Public Safety 

with respect to pedestrian and bicycle circulation 
in the City. In this regard, the guidelines speak to 
encouraging alternative modes of transportation 
throughout the City of Stratford to promote healthy 
lifestyles and support a variety of land uses. 

population, reducing auto dependency and 

Downtown Core / Commercial Area 

recommendations with respect to street furniture, 
including benches, bicycle racks, waste receptacles, 

Commercial Area is intended to be designed with a 
consistent style to promote a pedestrian orientation 

are lighting and public safety. 

Lighting 

Generally, sustainable lighting practices are 
encouraged to reduce light pollution, conserve 
energy, and reinforce pedestrian priority. Although 

to street lighting (i.e., light standards), some of 
the following recommendations also apply to the 

› The design and location of lighting should 
consider sustainability and the impacts of light 

lighting that reduces wasted energy, and/or solar 
power, among others. 

› 

› 

and building entrances. 

respect to public safety that are intended to ensure 
building and site design adhere to the principles 

surveillance, natural access control, territorial 
reinforcement, and maintenance. Many of the 

spaces, buildings, and streets when it comes to 

following design guidelines are applicable to the 
proposed development: 
› 

surveillance of the street. 
› Sight lines between buildings along designated 

pedestrian walkways should be unobstructed 
and well lit. 

› 
provide users with informed choices for alternative 
pedestrian routes. 
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Parking 

recommendations with respect to parking in the 
City. In a general sense, and in the public realm, the 
City permits parking on streets, wherever possible, 
to animate the street, reduce vehicle speeds and 
serve as a buffer between pedestrians and vehicles. 
In addition, vehicular parking is not encouraged as 
a dominant element in the City of Stratford. In this 

buildings can be sited at the street edge to improve 
pedestrian comfort and encourage improvements 
to the public realm. 

The other applicable type of parking in the City is 

convenient parking for bicycles and scooters is 
essential to sustainable and healthy transportation 

racks be placed in highly active pedestrian areas 
throughout the City in areas that will not impede 
pedestrian movement or snow clearing. Generally, 
these are locations of high pedestrian activity, and 
close to building entrances. The actual parking 

style, constructed of aluminum or galvanized steel. 

Sustainability 

with respect to sustainable design for private 
developments. It is intended that new development 
within the City demonstrate a high level of 
responsibility to the environment. In this regard, 
the following guidelines provide applicable 
recommendations for sustainable design within 
the private realm, including buildings and their 
surrounding sites. 
› New buildings are encouraged to reduce the 

energy consumption of building and site systems 
using appropriate mechanical and construction 
technology. 

› 
especially in areas with minimal landscaping, to 
minimize water runoff, improve building insulation, 
and provide additional outdoor amenity areas. 

› 

› 
or cisterns, are encouraged in new buildings to 

potable domestic uses. 
› 

which demonstrate a high level of sustainable 
building and site design. 

› If there are no salvageable materials available 

be made to purchase materials from building 
demolition sales, salvage contractors and used 
materials dealers. 
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General Land Use and Site Design 

recommendations on site layout and building orientation, landscaping, and storage, servicing, and loading. 

Site Layout and Building Orientation 

› 

drive aisles, sidewalks, parking areas and amenity 
spaces. 

› Main building entrances should face public streets 
and be directly accessible from public sidewalks. 

› 
not feasible at the time of development, the design 

to allow for conversion to commercial uses, 

metres and appropriate treatments of entrances 
and façades. 

› 
development is provided, building setbacks should 
generally be reduced to minimize distances 
between building entrances and abutting public 
street and sidewalks to create a semi continuous 
streetwall. This consistency will give a sense of 
enclosure to pedestrians on the street and promote 
the regular placement of shops and public uses. 
Variations in the streetwall are recommended 
where building forecourts, courtyards, and other 
forms of public or semiprivate open space are 
desired. 

Landscaping 

proposed development: 
› 

building façades in the form of clustered trees 
or other forms of planting, which can have a 
softening effect. 

› Shrub and fencing heights should not obscure 
views through to private or public development 
to preserve sight lines and safety 

› 
minimum, a landscape edge treatment to 

residential use abuts a residential use. 

› Fencing may be used as an alternative to 
landscaping for the purpose of screening utilities 
or other features. 

Storage, Servicing and Loading 

delivery areas on private properties be minimized. 
Acceptable measures include landscaping and 
other treatments to provide additional screening 
to service area enclosures. Open storage, where 
permitted, should be located at the rear of lots, 
screened by building placement or by landscaping 

› Loading docks, outside storage and service areas 
should be in areas of low visibility such as at the 

› Service and refuse areas should not encroach 

› Service and refuse areas should be screened to a 
minimum height that ensures they are not visible. 

› Service and refuse areas should be paved with 
an impervious surface of asphalt or concrete. 

› Service and outside storage enclosures should be 
constructed of materials to match or complement 
the main building material. No enclosure should 
be made of any form of chain link or other 

enclose an area large enough to accommodate 
the peak needs of the various potential users of 
the building. 

› Service areas for delivery, loading and garbage 
pickup are encouraged to be coordinated to 
reduce the number of curb cuts along the public 
street. 

› Service areas should be separated from 
pedestrian amenity areas and walkways. 
Separate service driveways are not encouraged. 

› Service driveways should be coordinated with 
those of parking areas to reduce curb cuts along 
the streetscape. 

› In ground refuge containers are encouraged. 
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Building Design 

Heights 

buildings are recommended to create a more urban 
character as the City evolves. These developments 
include small lot (frontages less than 12 metres) 

other multiunit residences. 

create a more vital, urban character and promote 

oriented environment at the building base. 

Residential Buildings 

Stratford’s housing recent housing activity 
indicates a gradual shift toward a moderately 

units. The following guidelines pertain to the full 

on apartment style developments, as those 
building typologies most similarly match that of 

to create a strong public face with dual frontages 

and diverse design. Automobile storage should 
be subordinate for residential buildings, and the 

a variety in housing choice and pedestrian safety. 

and the proposed development: 
› Apartments 

» Apartment developments should conform to 

rear yard setbacks as outlined in the City of 

» Individual unit entrances should be provided 

» 
and security through a landscaped transition 
area. 

» A variety of design elements should be used 

individual units. 
» 

into the building design. 
» 

as amenity spaces. 
» 

to provide clear views from residential units 
and communal building spaces. 

» 
width of 3.0 metres) are encouraged within 
apartment development blocks. 
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Heritage and Urban Design 

is a focal point for the City. Heritage buildings 

neighbourhood, with the preferred approach being 
that all heritage features are retained or restored. 

recommendations that will result in the conservation 
of the heritage character of the City and to ensure 

. 

The following urban design guidelines, are applicable 

and are generally applied to all designated heritage 
properties: 
› 

work should be based on historic documentation 
such as photos, drawings, and physical evidence. 

› 
rather than replace building materials and 

› Legibility: New work should be distinguished 

products of their own time, and new additions 
should not blur the distinction between old and 
new. 

› The height of an addition to a heritage building 

not including the cornice or parapet, to encourage 
the retention of these building features. 

› 

buildings provided a continuous streetwall is the 
result. 

heritage buildings have been considered in the 

determining the mass, scale, rhythm, and materiality 

following recommendations are applicable to the 

› For new developments, a balance between 

architectural design should be sought. 
› 

› 
heritage sites should not mimic the heritage 
structure but use sympathetic massing, height, 

materials. 
› 

frontage, the height/width ratio of new 
development façades should not vary by more 
than 10 percent of the height/width ratio of the 

› On blocks lacking continuous building frontage, 
consideration should be given to match heights/ 
widths of neighbouring blocks. 

› 
reference the height, streetwall setback, and 

reintegrate those aspects of heritage design that 
have been lost in a particular street segment. 

report, we are of the opinion that, from an urban design 
perspective, the proposed development provides 
appropriate consideration and implementation off 
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BENCHMARK (SITE) 

ELEVATION: 

BENCHMARK IS DESCRIBED AS THE EXISTING  TOP OF SPINDLE ON THE EXISTING 
FIRE HYDRANT LOCATED AT THE SOUTHWEST CORNER OF THE SITE. 

361.730m 
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THE BRADSHAW TOWNS INC. C200 
SCALE: 

1 :                METRIC125 

0 2 4 6 

CLIENT INFORMATION: 114-245 DOWNIE STREET, STRATFORD, ONTARIO SHEET SET No: OF1 3 

starting from the colonial settlement the City of Stratford to the current 

5.1 Canada Company and the 
Huron Tract 

of Stratford, was predated by various Indigenous 
communities and formed part of the traditional 
territory of the Anishinaabe, the Haudenosaunee, 
and other First Nations. 

for the negotiation of treaties with the Indigenous 

that Indigenous peoples held title to their territory 
until it was ceded by a treaty. Since its issuance in 

time (Lee, 2004). In the simplest terms, the Canada 

large part of Upper Canada. The Canada Company 
was largely established by a man named John Galt, 

Indigenous was allocated for different settlement 

settlement, to the Canada Company, which would 
form what is referred to as the Huron Tract. The Huron 
Tract included land from the southeastern edge of 

(Huron County), and as far south / southwest as 

County (see Figure 14). The Canada Company, to 
establish settlements within the Huron Tract agreed 
to sell land to prospective settlers for 10 Shillings an 
acre. The agreement included payment of wages 
to settlers ranging from £2 to £3 per month and 
housing, why lands were cleared for settlement. In 
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the land they bought from Canada Company. Several Townships were established within the Huron Tract, 

Figure 14 - The Huron Tract in Pink Showing the Huron Road and Future Location of Stratford (Source: Coleman, 1978, p. 46) 
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5.2 Perth County 

after directors in the Canada Company. An additional three townships to the north were later added, known 

Mornington (see Figure 15 

Figure 15 -
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5.3 City of Stratford 

potentially 1839 in Figure 16). The community which formed at what was previously known as the Little 

overseas. 

Figure 16 - Early Map of The Town of Stratford (Source: Lee, 2004, p. 123) 
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The site that would become Stratford was highly 
regarded during its surveying for its location along 

the location had only been established with open 
shanties for workmen to rest up and were also used 
by travellers. The shanties were eventually taken 

was called back to lay out the Town boundaries, 

of boundary roads were named after the lakes to 
which they led: Huron, Erie, and Ontario. According 
to Coleman (1978), Stratford had no founding family 

1832 was a big year for the settlement of Stratford, 
with the Shakespeare Hotel getting erected as the 

The hotel was constructed with assistance by the 

original survey of the community was lost, two drawn 

by Stout Mac included street names for, which were 

its way to the Town of Stratford and started what 
would become a booming railway centre for the 

that brought the population of the community up 

which would be the home of locomotive repair 

shows the City of Stratford circa 1879 and is zoomed 

(see Figure 17). Interestingly, the original lot fabric 

Stratford. Understanding that the City needed a 

a festival of Shakespearean theatre. According to 

to seek artistic advice in New York City, New York. 

named Tyrone Guthrie. 

The Stratford Festival was legally incorporated on 

become North America’s largest classical repertory 
theatre company and has helped transform what 

renowned arts and cultural destination. 
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 Figure 17 -
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5.4 History of the Subject Site 
The following section provides a more direct history 

original structures on site have since burned down 
or been removed, the focus for this section is on the 

time of writing this report (October 2022). 

of Stratford. The block previously described above 

property’s parcel register. 

have been developed as early as 1840 and has been 
used for a variety of different commercial uses, 
including a stable, hotel, automotive repair garage, 
bowling alley, and vacant land. Important to note 

Street South), and therefore, the uses listed here are 
a combination of the two parcel’s previous histories. 

According to Farmer (n.d.), an archival technician 

by a man named John Carey. At that time, it was 

in 1888 to the front and lower two storeys, and then 
a rear addition was added in 1900. According to 

According to Ancestry records (2022), John V. Carey 

may have been same John Carey who help construct 
the Crown Hotel, however, records are unclear. 
Ancestry records provide that Mr. Carey married 

2022), John Carey was one of several recipients of 
the Canada General Service Medal following efforts 

Not many other records of Mr. Carey are available, 
but a photo of him receiving the Canada General 
Service Medal is provided showing what he looked 
like on the steps of Stratford City Hall circa 1922. 

John Carey circa 1922 (Circled in Pink) 
(Source: Belton, 2022) 
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Over the years, the hotel was used for a variety of businesses within the lower level including, what ostensibly 

corner parcel vacant. 

After 2004, all the buildings on the lands were gone, and the lands were left in their current vacant condition. 

Crown Hotel around 1900, 
(209 Waterloo Street South) 

(Source: Stratford-Perth 
Archives, 2010) 
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setbacks and construction materials (see Figure 18). It is noted that the buildings to the north and south 

› 
› The construction materials of the structures on site were comprised of either brick or brick veneer over 

› There were gaps between the buildings as evidenced by the presence of windows and entrances along 

› 

› 

› 

› 

Figure 18 - 
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Kent Hotel circa 1982, (209 Waterloo Street South) 
(Source: Stratford-Perth Archives, 1982a) 

Kent Hotel circa 1984, (209 Waterloo Street South)(Source: Stratford-Perth Archives, 
1984) 
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South) (Source: Stratford-Perth Archives, 1982b) South) (Source: Stratford-Perth Archives, 1982c) 

Kent Hotel and Bowl-Mor Lanes circa 1998, (203 & 209 
Waterloo Street South) (Source: Stratford-Perth Archives, Archives, 2004a) 
1998) 

Archives, 2004b) Archives, 2004c) 
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love for all things music. Most notably, Mr. Vinen was 

of music and musical instruments. The collection 

and Miller Auctions Ltd on September 19, 2020. 

Mr. Vinen’s legacy in Stratford is best conserved 
through his esteemed musical collection and his 

North, Stratford, now operating as the Stewart House 
Inn Stratford. 

(Source: Sewell, 2020) 
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Subject Site circa 2009 (Source: Google, 2009) 

Subject Site circa 2021 (Source: Google, 2021) 

Subject Site circa June 11, 2022 (Source: Original Photo) 
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have some gaps in the information as well as names that could be misspelled due to discrepancies in 

chain of title as possible, with accuracies in the uses on the lands provided through the historical Stratford 

203-209 Waterloo Street South 

Year Use and Owner 

Year 203 Waterloo Street South Year 209 Waterloo Street South 

2013 2013Ltd. (Properties Merge on Title) (Properties Merge on Title)

 (Burned 
(Demolished 2004) Down 2003) 

Arron 

1940 Vacant 

Hudson Cars / International 
1939 

Herbt Zinn) 

Stratford Hudson Terraplane1937 Motors (Garage) 

1931 Vacant 

1930 Vacant 
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203-209 Waterloo Street South 

Year 203 Waterloo Street South 

Ltd. 

Year 

1929 

209 Waterloo Street South 

1923 1928 

1922 

1921 
Newell 

* Addresses Not Yet Assigned 

Quinn 

Jacobs 

Schner 

Shanly 
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1972, the general road patterns have not changed. 

was generally built up by 1927. 

Generally, the topographic maps leave out a lot 
of detail for the site in terms of building footprints 

made out (see Figure 23). 

looking how it does today. An air photo was taken 

(see Figure 24 and 25). 

of the building were demolished, and the parcel left 
vacant. In 2004, the building previously housing the 
bowling alley was demolished, leaving the other 
parcel vacant as well, and creating the current site 
condition. In 2013, the owners of the two parcels 

registered their ownership on title under that name, 
effectively merging the two parcels on title. 

Figure 19 - 1927 Topo Map (Source: Department of National Figure 20 - 1933 Topo Map (Source: Department of National Figure 21 - 1959-60 Topo Map (Source: Department of 
Defence, 1927) Defence, 1938) National Defence, 1959-60) 

Figure 22 - 1972 Topo Map (Source: Department of National Figure 23 - Air Photo circa 1954 (Source: University of 
Defence, 1972) Toronto, n.d.) 
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  Figure 24 -
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  Figure 25 -
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6 
Evaluation of 
Cultural Heritage 
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The following section provides an evaluation of the remaining potential 

value or interest and is related to design and/or physical values, historical 

6.1 Evaluation Criteria 
The criteria for determining Cultural Heritage Value 

1. The property has design value or physical value 
because it, 

i. is a rare, unique, representative, or early 
example of a style, type, expression, material, 
or construction method, 

ii. displays a high degree of craftsmanship or 
artistic merit, or 

iii. demonstrates a high degree of technical or 

2. The property has historical value or associative 
value because it, 

i. has direct associations with a theme, event, 
belief, person, activity, organization, or 

ii. yields, or has the potential to yield, information 
that contributes to an understanding of a 
community or culture, or 

iii. 
of an architect, artist, builder, designer, or 

3. 
i. 

supporting the character of an area, 
ii. is physically, functionally, visually, or 

historically linked to its surroundings, or 
iii. is a landmark. 

6.2 Evaluation Against Ontario 
Regulation 9/06 

as a property of CHVI due to its location within 
a designated heritage conservation district. The 
purpose of this evaluation is to determine what, if 

burned down or been removed, the evaluation is 
strictly related to the vacant land. 

Design / Physical Value 
There are no remaining structures, remnant 
structures (such as foundations) or built / designed 

design and/or or physical value. All design and/or 
physical value was lost when the former structures 

Historical / Associative Value 

association with the establishment and settlement 

is limited. Any real historical and/or associative 
value was removed with the removal / loss of the 
former structures. Therefore, the site does not yield 
information as it relates to the early settlement 

no historical and/or associative attributed to the 
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As well, the only records found for people who may 
have previously been related to the site was that 
which referenced Mr. John Carey, builder, or owner of 

receive a medal for his efforts with either the Stratford 

other records. Mr. Vinen was regarded in an article 
published by an auction house, which gave a brief 

However, Mr. Vinen’s legacy is better represented 
and conserved through his musical collection, which 
went up for auction in 2020 and through his former 

North. Since the hotel has since burnt down, there 
is no historical or associative value tied to former 
owners, and generally no historical or associative 
value tied to the site. Any associative value related 

elsewhere in the City. 

Contextual Value 

in terms of a continuous heritage frontage. However, 

has resulted in a hole within this heritage frontage. 
As well, several structures, historically constructed 

Street South have also been removed, and the 

not representative of the original streetwall. As a 

physically, functionally, visually, or historically linked 
to its surroundings, nor is it a prominent landmark 

6.3 Heritage Attributes 
Given the above evaluation, there are currently no 
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The following section is intended to assess the potential impacts of the 

South against three things: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

resources and landscapes differently over time. The construction process 

phase when preparing a site for construction, during the construction 
phase, and or once construction is completed (e.g., removing protective 

specific or widespread, and any impacts can have different degrees of 
severity from low, moderate, or high. 

In order to respond to the three areas of impact identified above, the 
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7.1 Architectural Details 

no impacts in terms of architectural details to the 

Street South and create a positive interface with 

both functional and decorative elements into the 
building design, including the use of construction 
type and materials (i.e., brick veneer) that is in 
keeping with the historic construction methods 

The building will result in a harmonious blend with the 
other architectural styles along this section of 
Waterloo Street South in terms of materiality, colours, 
building heights, and built form synthesis. The 
brownstone style of architectural design coupled with 
the parlour floor feature, is reminiscent of an older 
urban architectural style, and will maintain the 
general rhythm, orientation, and proportions of the 
predominant streetscape. Although a front yard has 
been introduced, this setback is an acceptable 
deviation from the other buildings along this section of 
Waterloo Street South and is unique to a brownstone 
style apartment building, which must provide enough 
separation from the street to accommodate the 
stoop and raised parlour floor. As well, the 3.0-metre 
exterior side yard setback proposed complies with the 
zoning provisions for apartment buildings in the C3 
zone, and the proposed (up to) 5.0-metre front yard 
setback is strictly a technical exception to permit a 
raised parlour floor. The building wall along this 
section of Waterloo Street South, will generally remain 
consistent with other buildings in the area. 

Ultimately, the introduction of a front yard, is one 
option of introducing an entirely residential use and 

dormers is compatible with not only the surrounding 

proposed design will not clash with or trivialize the 

have no front yards. 

As a corner lot, building orientation is treated more 

side yard on site, is not only appropriate for a site 

zoning regulations, and is generally preferential for 

to other residential uses to the east. The setbacks 
from the streets lend to a sense of privacy for units 
which are accessed directly from the street and give 

improvements such as landscaping. 

Strong pedestrian connections to the street will be 

be reinforced through the brownstone design and 
choice of colour and material. 
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there are several factors which were considered. First, 
the height of the proposed building is subordinate to 

colour that is in keeping with the local colour palate, 

The proposal adopts a similar built form by utilizing 
the brownstone style which introduces a raised 

of this individually designated heritage building 
across the street. 

In our opinion, the proposal appropriately introduces 
an entirely residential built form with a front yard 
onto a corner lot at the southern periphery of the 

of which are appropriate for the site and surrounding 

surrounding original brick, stone, or stucco masonry 
wall buildings, will also be distinguishable from 

building will maintain and be compatible with the 

size, proportions, mass, and height. Lastly, and in 
our opinion, the proposed design adopts elements 

and shapes and utilizes key decorative elements 
such as moldings, materials, and other details, and 
combining them to create a compatible built form. 

Therefore, there are no anticipated negative impacts 
to surrounding structures or buildings in terms of 
architectural detail. 

7.2 Location and Massing 

boulevard with little to no front yards. This helps to 
create a continuous heritage frontage along the 
street. 

this continuous heritage frontage along this section 

default, the buildings to the north form part of the 

is a building that is individually designated, and 

was elected as entirely residential built form, which 

a similarity in massing with the former factory across 
the street, which also has a partial level at grade and 

a variety of uses including residential, commercial, 
and institutional, and is a rather large corner lot. 

circumstances by introducing a residential use with 

along this section of the street. The proposal will not 

by orienting the main building entrances along the 
street. Although a front yard has been proposed, 
this decision will help create a transition between 
the periphery commercial uses to the north, and 
the mature residential neighbourhood to the east, 
creating a street interface that is both residential 
and urban in nature. 
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a gap in the heritage frontage along this section 

streetwall at this corner. 

In addition, in our opinion, the proposed building has 
been designed with pedestrians in mind, in that the 
building will provide a façade that creates a focus at 

the ratio of the height to the width of the façade of a 

to the width of the facades of nearby buildings. The 

range from around 21 to 40 metres. The buildings 

of the height to the width of the façades of the 

therefore, averages around 0.1 storey for every metre 
of lot width. 

façade height to width ratio of roughly 0.12 storeys 
for every metre of lot width. Therefore, the proposed 
building matches the façade height to width ratios 
surrounding the site. 

The amount of window area in the front of the 
proposed building and size of windows is generally in 
keeping with the window areas and sizes of windows 
in abutting and nearby buildings. The direction, pitch, 
and arrangement of the proposed single sloped roof 

for an entirely residential built form, and given the 
height of the proposal, is generally consistent with 
the predominant streetscape. 

Lastly, the height of the prosed development at 3 
storeys is compatible with the surrounding buildings 

In our opinion, there are no negative heritage impacts 
in terms of location and massing resulting from the 

surrounding buildings, and to the general heritage 

7.3 Façade Treatments 
The proposed building will be constructed of modern 
materials including a brick veneer in keeping with the 
historic buildings that occupied the site. The general 
design will be rectilinear and adopt similarities from 
the brownstone style of apartment architecture 
common in New York City, complete with raised 

elements, and separating features between each 
level of the building. The differentiating feature from 

to the proposal. The proposed masonry material is 
brick and, in our opinion, matches the appearance 
of other surrounding brick masonry walls as closely 
as possible. 

The colour of the masonry wall should adopt the 

Section 2.4.2 of this report to ensure that the new 
building matches the neutral and/or earth tones 
of the surrounding buildings. The entire building 
will be clad using a brick veneer, which will match 
the appearance of the surrounding brick buildings 
in the area, lending to a consistent aesthetic when 

The proposed building openings (i.e., windows 
and doors) generally match those of surrounding 
structures in terms of proportions, symmetry, 
divisions, depth of inset into the wall, and detail of 

doors with single side lights create a prominent 
entrance into units with celling height over 14 feet 

nd 

windows that align with the doorways below them. 
The 3rd 

along the front façade generally alternating with the 
openings of the 1st and 2nd levels. The height of the 

South, and will overall be an improvement to the 
neighbourhood, repairing a broken frontage. 
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Overall, in our opinion, the façade has been designed 

the area, which largely consists of brick and stone 
masonry walls, with generous symmetrical window 
openings (mostly tall and rectilinear) and other 
decorative elements. So long as the colour selection 

report, then there are negligible impacts anticipated 

treatments. The only real difference will be the upper 

residential architecture on the periphery of the core 
and is more compatible with the other residential 

7.4 Destruction or Alteration 

destruction or alternation is not possible. Furthermore, 
the development does not propose to destroy or alter 
any of the surrounding buildings forming part of the 

no impacts in terms of destruction or alteration that 
are anticipated. 

building must be protected from any activities 
that could cause them damage or destruction, 
including construction. To ensure that activities 
during construction do not result in the damage 

properties, it will be a recommendation of this 
report that a construction management plan be 
prepared to demonstrate how the buildings will 

construction activities, including a truck turning and 

and a blasting management plan should any 

impacts. 

7.5 Shadows 

to lot width ratio of the abutting buildings to the 
north, east, and south. The height will generally 

the south. Shadows produced from the proposed 
building will be incremental in nature, casting only 
slightly different shadows than what was previously 

removed. Given the building’s proposed height in 
line with neighbouring structures, the shadows are 
anticipated to be incremental in nature and the 
impacts minor or negligible. Furthermore, the building 
height and use is permitted as of right through the 
established zoning. In creating zoning standards 
for sites, matters such a sun, shadows, and privacy 
are all considered. Land uses to the north will not be 
impacted since the building will generally match the 
heights of the abutting structures. Just north and 

shared by the other buildings on the block and is not 

Overall, the size, shape, and articulation of the 
proposed building will create incrementally different 
albeit new shadows at different times of day and 
year but are not anticipated to limit the penetration 
of direct sunlight onto both public and private 

historic school yards and playgrounds, etc. Since the 

and is twice separated by other building, there 

Therefore, overall, shadows are not anticipated to 
have a negative impact on the surrounding heritage 

increases in the shadows cast. 
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7.6 Isolation 

impacts anticipated in terms of isolation. 

7.7 Direct or Indirect 
Obstruction of Views 

detracts from what could otherwise be a partially 

South. The proposed building will, therefore, not 
result in a direct or indirect obstruction of views. 

help contribute to the creation of a more continuous 

Street South and will help repair the streetwall at this 

7.8 Change in Land Use 

in land use to permit the proposed use. Standalone 
residential apartment buildings are permitted 

entirely residential building is compatible for the 

uses, including a wide range of residential dwellings 
to the east. 

7.9 Land Disturbance 
Land disturbance impacts are typically associated 
with archaeological matters below grade. The 

with only the most recent portion of history seeing 
it as vacant. Over the years, the site would have 

digging of basements, installation of servicing and 
utility trenches, and/or the installation of septic 
systems prior to the arrival of municipal services, 

archaeological potential would have been removed 
by now. Furthermore, there is no historic evidence of 

which are sometimes associated with burial plots. 
Therefore, the proposed building is not anticipated 
to result in any land disturbance impacts beyond 

year period the site has been developed. 

It will be a recommendation of this report that if 

artifacts or structures are found during construction, 
that construction should cease temporarily until an 
archaeological assessment can be completed. 
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The following section assess the impacts of the proposed development 
from an urban design standpoint following the policy directives outlined 

below urban design matters relate to and overlap with heritage matters 

design are interrelated topics, some of the assessments have been 
carried forward. 

Urban design can impact public health and safety, physical activity, 

accessibility, and aesthetics. 

8.1 Site Layout and Building 
Orientation 

The proposed building is generally oriented in a 

building and access to each unit oriented towards 

with the building front taking up 23.2 metres of the 

Falstaff Street that provides an entrance to the site 
at the furthest easterly point along Falstaff Street 

site’s frontage. This driveway provides simple, mostly 

driveway and parking lot oriented to the back of the 
site, parking and service areas will always be within 

As well, the drive aisle will continue to function as 
it does today, in its parking lot role, with a similarly 
located access from Falstaff Street. 

The siting and massing of the proposed building 
adjacent to both Waterloo Street South and Falstaff 
Street will help frame the street space at this corner 
by creating a pedestrian-only use while ensure no 
parking is provided between the building and the 
street. By siting the building as close as possible 
along the Waterloo Street South frontage (while 
accounting for a raised parlour floor), the building will 
help contribute to the repair of the streetwall, 
thereby, filling in a vacant and underutilized land 
assembly at the periphery of the Downtown and 
helping to create a more active street frontage. The 
design and siting of the building will provide new 
residents with ease of access to Waterloo Street 
South and will result in a clearly defined public versus 
private space. 
Each unit of the apartment building will have its own 
walk-up off Waterloo Street South and will be directly 
accessible from public sidewalks. Since the building 
is proposed as an entirely residential development, 
both front and exterior side yard building setbacks 
have been introduced. The exterior side yard setback 
is in compliance with the zoning provisions, but the 
building, which had to accommodate stoops 
introduces a slightly greater front yard, yet still 
minimizes the distances between building entrances 
and abutting public street and sidewalks as much as 
possible, to create a semi-continuous streetwall. This 
consistency will help contribute to the 
pedestrian-scale of the block and a sense of 
enclosure to people on the street. 
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Overall, the proposed building, with a 3.0-metre 
exterior side yard setback, mildly greater front yard 
intended to accommodate a parlour floor, 
street-orientated building face, and roughly 95% lot 
coverage is appropriately established on the lands 
and represents a more efficient use of currently 
vacant parcels. The proposal will contribute to the 
compactness and intensity of the neighbourhood at 
the periphery of the Downtown. The scale is 
appropriate for and complimentary to the 
surrounding built form, and to the creation of a 
semi-continuous streetwall along Waterloo Street 
South. In our opinion, the 5.0-metre front yard 
setback is an acceptable and minor change to the 
existing building line and will help accommodate a 
unique residential building typology with a raised 
parlour floor. Given the existing hole in the street 
frontage, the new building will represent an overall 
repair to the building line along Waterloo Street 
South, and will feature a front yard setback in keeping 
with the range of front yard setback found in the 
area, showcasing a new building that is 
distinguishable from the old. 

8.2 Streetscape 

roads and it serves regional and local travel demand 
by carrying large volumes of all types of vehicular 

roads in Stratford may be restricted. 

The proposed driveway and parking for the proposal 
would be entirely accessed off Falstaff Street, which 
is a local road intended to serve local travel demands 
by providing direct access from abutting properties 
to the road system. Therefore, the proposed site 
access to and from Falstaff Street is an ideal 
approach to parking and access for property as a 
corner site at the intersection of an arterial and a 
local road. 

All proposed interaction at the interface of with 

pedestrian in nature. In this regard, the site has been 

parcel, by creating visual interest along the street 
in the form of stoops, some landscaping elements, 

pedestrian interaction. 

In our opinion, the proposed development has had 
appropriate regard for the streetscape provisions in 

Guidelines. 

Façade Design and Treatments 
As stated above, the building is proposed to 
be constructed out of predominantly modern 
construction materials with concrete foundation 
and walls, and brick veneer cladding. The building 
also proposes to adopt from the local colour palette, 
will use asphalt shingles in keeping with other 
nearby residential buildings, and will feature other 
modern elements such as glass panel railings and 

The combination of these fabricated and natural 
elements will provide a complimentary and modern 
building appearance with the other buildings 

neighbourhood. As well, the height of the proposed 
building complies with the zoning standards and 
is generally in line with and proportional to that of 

particularly with its neighbour across the street at 

The design language of the front façade is rectilinear 
with a brick veneer wall and generally symmetrical 
openings oriented towards the street with tall glass 

paned windows on the 2nd 

located dormer windows on the upper level. The levels 

rdincluding moulding between the 2nd 

nd 

of the tall front doors and side lights. 

The raised portion of the building between grade 

up using several design traits including the stoop, 
and a horizontal banding that forms a prominent 
visual interest separating the bottom of the parlour 

The brick veneer is proposed consistently around the 
entire building, only separated by the introduction 

siding are higher end materials and will lend to the 
prominence of the building at the corner. 
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with the roof lines of the neighbouring buildings. 
There is a portion of the roof which features a single 

towards the rear of the site. This single sloping portion 
was introduced to provide visual interest to the front 
of the building, and to create a distinctly residential 
building presence incorporating dormers. The 

with its neighbours to the north and south. 

The proposed architectural features including the 

masonry wall, horizontal banding, moulding, 
decorative features, dormers, local colour palette, 

infrastructure and utilities, parking, and drive aisles 

South. 

In our opinion, the proposed design treatments 

massing patterns, rhythms, character, materiality, 

Colours 

neutrals (e.g., greys, whites, blacks), and earth tones 
(e.g., browns, yellows, beiges, and muted reds). There 

including blues, pinks, and bright red. The colours 
selected for the cladding and roof of the proposed 

Applicant has advised that the local colour palette 
will be respected. It will be a recommendation of this 

colour selection for the brick veneer, stoop colour, 
horizontal wood siding, and decorative elements 

Lighting 

of the proposal. It will be a recommendation of this 
report that, lighting be designed to ensure that there 

consistent lighting in certain areas including above 
entrances, to the rear of the building, and along 
the proposed drive aisle. Lighting should ensure 
that there is no or limited light spillage or glare cast 

temperatures). 

Signage 
Currently, the only signage proposed is the 
addressing signs on either side of the front doors. 
It will be a recommendation of this report that any 
signage including addressing numbers and other 
decorative signs (e.g., development names signs) 
use wood, brass, or bronze with historic lettering to 
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8.3 Landscaping 

build out, and to create visual interest for the lands. 

The proposed landscaping includes grassed and 
planted areas in several locations throughout the 
site including along Falstaff Street and portions of the 
front yard, a rain garden, sidewalks, and dedicated 
snow storage areas. The rear yard mostly features 

the lands. It is our understanding that this driveway 
will share an edge with the owners / tenants at 

a landscaped edge treatment along the eastern 
edge of the lands (i.e., the rear yard) is not absolutely 

the neighbouring property to the north. Furthermore, 
the proposal is for a residential use, and landscaped 
edge treatments are more typically applied when a 

There will be a small gap between the proposed 

interior side yard. This gap will help ensure that the 
proposed building’s ladder access to the roof can be 
accessed and to allow for window openings along 
the north building wall. As well, the neighbouring 

house uses and parking. The proposed interior side 
yard setback from the north property line will help 
ensure the site to the north can continue to function 

parking, etc.). 

In our opinion, the proposed development has had 
appropriate regard for the landscaping provisions in 

Guidelines. 

8.4 Storage, Servicing, and 
Loading 

The rear of the building will hold the service and 
refuse areas which will be in the form of deep well 

corner and screed from view of Falstaff Street. The 

loading spaces proposed, loading can occur in 
several locations including in any of the free surplus 
parking spaces, internally to the eastern portion of 
the site within the proposed parking /layby area, or 
from the street along Falstaff Street. 

In our opinion, the proposed development has had 
appropriate regard for the storage, servicing, and 
loading provisions in the City of Stratford Urban 

8.5 Parking 

located to the rear of the lands and accessed 
off Falstaff Street. The number of parking spaces 

surplus of parking. All parking will be hidden from 

active frontage for the lands and for the block. This 

street parking is possible along Falstaff Street to the 

as holiday gatherings. 

In our opinion, the proposed development has had 
appropriate regard for the parking provisions in 

law. 
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8.6 Building Height 

height for this location and will be consistent with the 
roof line of surrounding land uses along this section 

In our opinion, the proposed development has had 
appropriate regard for the building height provisions 

law. 

8.7 Apartment Format 

building with 10 units adopting architectural 

architectural design. 

and rear yard setbacks as outlined in the City of 

unit entrances provided for all units, and a variety 

the building. 

privacy and security through the introduction of 
some landscaping and landscaped transition areas, 
particularly along Falstaff Street. 

All balconies provided are located above the ground 

each balcony is large enough to function as an 
outdoor amenity space for residents. 

All the parking and servicing areas have been 
located to provide clear views from residential units 

Falstaff Street. 

In our opinion, the proposed development has had 
appropriate regard for the residential apartment 

Landscape Guidelines. 

8.8 Public Safety 

Street South has sidewalks along one side, and 

which does have sidewalks along both sides and 

Falstaff Street has sidewalks on both sides in a 

format. The entrances for the residential units will 

than the rear, to help create an interesting street 

entrances are not level with the sidewalk. 

It will be a recommendation of this report to consider 
providing or giving access to a portable wheelchair 
ramp to accommodate those who use wheelchairs 
or other mobility devices to enter the building to the 

ramps are not an ideal solution to accessibility and 
there should be a warning clause added to all rental 
leases or agreements of purchase and sale that 

not accessible for persons in wheelchairs or who 

It will also be a recommendation of this report to 
install appropriate lighting to enhance opportunities 
for informal surveillance on all facades of the 

are implemented. In addition, video surveillance 
and related discrete signage will be recommended 
to be installed in appropriate locations to provide 
active security measures for the drive aisle on the 

house area to the rear of the building. 

In our opinion, the proposed development has had 
appropriate regard for the public safety provisions 

Guidelines. 
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8.9 Heritage Infill 

comprehensively addressed in the section above. 

one individually designated property of cultural 
heritage value or interest. The building was designed 
to not mimic nearby heritage structure. Instead, 
the design proposes sympathetic massing, height, 

Street South and Falstaff Street represents a 

a partially or continuous heritage frontage. Many 
of the buildings along this section of street contain 
variations in building typology, height, and massing. 

which further detracts from the overall heritage 
character of the area. The proposed residential 

the street and will repair the frontage at the corner 

and will contribute to the repair and continuation of 

Street South and Falstaff Street. 

In our opinion, the proposed development has 

Landscape Guidelines. 

8.9 Sustainability 
The proposed development has demonstrated 
a high level of responsibility to the environment 
through the introduction of sustainable building 
elements. In this regard, the building will incorporate 

energy consumption of building and site systems 

comprised of one or more solar panels combined 
with an inverter and other electrical and mechanical 
hardware that use energy from the sun to generate 
electricity. 
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Since there is no cultural heritage value or interest attributed to the 

heritage value or interest on the surrounding heritage properties, and 

are unnecessary. 

The following outlines a series of recommendations that work together 
under the lenses of both heritage and urban design. Since both the City 

compiling the recommendations together is the most appropriate 
approach. 

9.1 Recommendations 
1. The current proposed building location abutting  

the public right-of-way along Waterloo Street  
South will help to activate the street and will  
contribute to the repair of the streetwall.  As well, 
the 3.0 metre exterior side yard  setback complies 
with the City’s Zoning By-law  and the slightly 
extended front yard is a way to introduce an 
entirety residential  development in a brownstone 
format, which  includes a raised parlour floor and 
stoop (i.e., the space is needed to accommodate 
the front  steps). Therefore, the maximum 
3-metre exterior side yard setback is preferred, 
and the proposed 5.0-metre front yard is 
acceptable because of the architectural style 
selected, which is compatible with the area. It is   
ecommended that these setbacks not be 
exceeded. 

2. The current proposed building massing, and 

recommended to proceed as proposed. 

3. The building has been designed to animate 

Street South using interesting yet compatible 
architecture and facade treatments. These 
include appropriate variation in building 

building materials such as brick veneer and 
wood siding, glass panel railings, front doors and 

and strong pedestrian connections to the street. 
Therefore, the proposed design is preferred and 
recommended to proceed as proposed. 

4. The colour scheme of the brick masonry wall, 
horizontal wood siding, and decorative elements 
should adopt similar or complimentary colours 

above in Section 2.4.2 of this report. 

For any signage, the use of wood, brass, or bronze 
with historic lettering is preferred. 

metres, etc.) should be screened from public 
view using discrete and complementary building 
materials. Use landscaping where possible, and 

fencing or plastic construction fencing, mesh 
fencing should not be used. 

7. Lighting should be designed to ensure that 
there is no or limited light spillage or glare cast 

entrances, and evenly lit spaces is preferred. All 

warmer, safer color temperatures). 

8. 
to the eastern most driveway is surplus and 

owners of the building. These two spaces could 

facilitate moving days when needed. 

9. 
or rack design and should be constructed of 
aluminum or galvanized steel. 
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10. 11. The property manager or condominium board 

an individually designated heritage property 

any activities that could cause them damage or 
destruction, including construction, especially to 

To ensure that activities during construction do 
not result in the damage or destruction to any of 
these existing heritage properties, it will be a 
recommendation of this report that a 
construction management plan be prepared 
and submitted as part of building permit 
application to demonstrate how the buildings will 
be properly conserved pre-, during, and 
post-construction activities, including a truck 
turning and heavy equipment monitoring and 
management, and a blasting management plan 
should any blasting operations be required 
during construction. A blasting management 
plan, if required, should also consider protections 
from vibration-caused impacts. Options to 
protect windows, doors, and brick include wood 
coverings and fencing, as an example. 

Street South are more relevant as construction 
activities will be closer to the building to the 

out of the site, and haulage throughout the day 
will not result in damage to the building. Any 
blasting would need to include a blasting plan 
to ensure appropriate protective barriers are in 

blasting operations. A blasting management 

having a portable wheelchair ramp available on 
site or by arrangement to accommodate those 
who use wheelchairs or other mobility devices 

levels. It should be noted that ramps are not 
an ideal solution to accessibility and, as such, 
a warning clause should be added to all rental 
leases or agreements of purchase and sale that 
informs all tenants or owners (depending on 

devices. 

12. 
settlement artifacts or structures are found 
during construction, construction should cease 
temporarily until an archaeological assessment 
can be completed. 

Considerations for Building Permit and 
Construction Stage 
The following considerations are secondary to 
the recommendations and are related to the 
sustainability directives and guidelines set by the 
City. Most of these considerations are related to the 
building permit or construction stage. 
1. At the building permit stage, consider constructing 

2. At the building permit stage, consider wastewater 

3. At the construction stage, consider purchasing 
materials from building demolition sales, salvage 
contractors and used materials dealers. 

4. At the construction stage, consider the use 
of locally sourced materials for new building 
construction. 
At the construction stage, consider the use of low 
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9.2 Conclusions 
Heritage Matters 

not have any cultural heritage value or interest, is 

The impacts assessed were that which may result 

There are no anticipated impacts to the surrounding 

In our opinion, the proposal maintains the rhythm, 
orientation, and proportions of the predominant 

Street. The design while complimentary to the 
surrounding original brick, stone, or stucco, will 

development, the proposed building will maintain 

buildings in terms of established size, proportions, 

Lastly, and in our opinion, the proposed design picks 

decorative elements such as moldings, materials, 

as other details, and has incorporated them into an 
appropriate design. 

South and should be mitigated with a proposal 
that places a building with uses oriented towards 

frontage. The façade has been designed to 

the area, which largely consists of brick and stone 
masonry walls, with generous symmetrical window 
openings (mostly rectilinear) and other decorative 
elements. So long as the colour selection for 
the proposed brick masonry wall takes from the 

Section 2.4.2 of this report, then there are no impacts 

façade treatments. 

The size, shape, and articulation of the proposed 
building will create incrementally different new 
shadows at different times of day and year but are 
not anticipated to limit the penetration of direct 
sunlight onto both public and private spaces. There 

shadows are not anticipated to have a negative 

incremental in nature, with zero to minor increases in 
the shadows cast. 

There are no anticipated impacts resulting 
from destruction or alteration since neither 
of those interventions are proposed, and the 
recommendations above provide solutions for 

There are no anticipated impacts with respect to 
isolation, direct or indirect construction of views, 
changes in land use, or land disturbance. 

The proposed building, once built out, will help 
contribute to the creation of a more continuous 
heritage frontage and improve the view and 

Overall, the proposed development is acceptable 
and appropriate in terms of good heritage 
conservation. The recommendations above will help 
ensure the build out of the site maintains that good 

proposal is appropriate and should be approved. 
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Urban Design Matters 
Overall, the proposed development has had 
appropriate regard for good urban and building 
design, generally implements the urban design 
directives in the City’s Official, complies with the 
in-force Zoning By-law, is in keeping with the 
City’s Urban and Landscape Design Guidelines 
and has been appropriately designed for in terms 
of compatibility with the site and surroundings. 
Overall, the proposed building, with a 3-metre 
exterior side yard setback, mildly greater front 
yard setback, street-orientated building face, and 
a 22.7% lot coverage, and 95% frontage coverage 
is appropriately established on the lands and 
represents a more efficient use of a currently 
vacant site. The proposal will contribute to the 
compactness and intensity of the periphery of 
the Downtown at a scale appropriate for and 
complimentary to the surrounding built form, and 
to the creation of a continuous streetwall along 
Waterloo Street Southt. In our opinion, the 
5.0-metre front yard setback is an acceptable 
and minor change to the existing building line 
and will help accommodate a unique residential 
building typology with a raised parlour floor. 
Given the existing hole in the street frontage, the 
new building will represent an overall repair to the 
building line along Waterloo Street South, and will 
feature a front yard setback in keeping with the 
range of front yard setback found in the area, 
showcasing a new building that is distinguishable 
from the old. Furthermore, the encroachment into 
the front yard is proposed to accommodate the 
stairs for the front stoop, and in our opinion, is an 
appropriate encroachment that will allow for a 
unique design along the street and will 
accommodate pedestrian access to the building. 
In our opinion, the proposed design treatments 
provide a high quality of design that provide an 
interesting design, contribute to the visual quality 
of the streetscape, and complement the massing 
patterns, rhythms, character, materiality, and 
context of adjacent existing development. 
Matters related to colours, lighting, public safety, 
signage, and landscaping have been addressed 
in the recommendations above, and will result in 
a functional and safe design. Some accessibility 
issues are experienced with the brownstone style 

of building access (i.e., stairs and stoops), which 
can be partially mitigated through good site 
management, portable ramps, and proper 
warning clauses / notices. 
The rear of the building will hold the service and 
refuse areas which will be screed from view of 
Falstaff Street through a deep-well waste 
management receptacle. 
Parking for tenants/owners and visitors can be 
accommodated entirely on the subject site in a 
surface parking lot to the rear, which will have a 
surplus of parking. Some parking can also be 
accommodated along Fallstaff Street during high 
demand periods, such as holiday gatherings. 
The residential apartment function of the building 
is a permitted land use typology in the Zoning 
By-law, and the proposed design incorporates 
elements of good apartment design as per the 
City’s Urban and Landscape Design Guidelines. 
Appropriate floor-toceiling heights for each level 
above the first floor have been adopted including 
a 4.5-metre-tall floorto- ceiling height for the 
parlour floor, which exceeds the minimum, 
especially visually, when viewed from the street. 
Furthermore, pedestrian access directly onto 
Waterloo Street South is provided contributing to 
the active frontage of this section of the street at 
the periphery of the Downtown. 
Overall, the proposed residential apartment 
building helps to repair a broken street frontage, 
on a large corner site at the periphery of the 
Downtown and makes for a much more efficient 
use of land, which permits standalone residential 
apartment buildings. 
In our opinion, the proposed 3-storey residential 
development is appropriate for the subject site 
and the surrounding built context, will contribute 
to the quality of both Waterloo Street South and 
Falstaff Street, and should be approved. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Bright Past Heritage Consulting Inc. 
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CITYof 
STRATFORD 
Office of the City 
Clerk-Administrator 
City Hall, P.O. Box 818 
Stratford. Ontario N5A 6Wl 
(519) 271-0250 
Fax (519) 273-5041 

Ontario Heritage Foundation 
10 Adelaide Street East 
Toronto, Ontario 
MSC 113 

Dear Sirs: 

December 9, 1997 

r~c/ 
RECEIVED 

DEC f 'i 1qq7 
CULTURAL PROGRAMS 

HBIJTAGE & MUSEUMS UNrr 

~~T'<cA.-

This is to advise that Stratford City Council in session on Monday, October 27, 1997 passed the 
following by-laws: 

1. By-law No 173-97 designating a defined area within the downtown core of Stratford as a 
heritage conservation district; 

2. By-law No. 174-97 establishing certain guidelines for the implementation of a heritage 
conservation district in the City of Stratford. 

Enclosed are copies of the by-laws for your information. On November 6, 1997, we forwarded 
the by-laws to the Ontario Municipal Board for· approval. The Board will advise us further with 
respect to a hearing date. 

Yours truly, ___ _ 
.. --

/cw Ronald R. Shaw 
Encs. City Clerk-Administrator 

cc: Fred Cane, Ministry of Citizenship, Culture & Recreation 



,· 

BY-LAWNUMBER 173-97 
OF THE CORPORATION OF 
THE CITY OF STRATFORD 

BEING a By-law to designate a defined area within the 
downtown core of Stratford as a heritage conservation 
district. 

WHEREAS Section 41 of the Ontario Heritage Act, R.S.O. 1990, C. 018, authorizes the council 
of a municipality to designate by by-law the municipality or any defined area or areas thereof as 
a heritage conservation district; 

AND WHEREAS the Official Plan ofThe Corporation of the City of Stratford contains 
provisions relating to the establishment of heritage conservation districts; 

AND WHEREAS the council of The Corporation of the City of Stratford has defined a study 
area to be examined for designation as a heritage conservation district and has received a study 
and report on that matter; 

AND WHEREAS the council of The Corporation of the City of Stratford has consulted with its 
Local Architectural Conservation Advisory Committee (LACAC); 

NOW THEREFORE BE IT ENACTED by Council of The Corporation of the City of Stratford 
as follows: 

1. There is designated an area of the City of Stratford within the downtown core as shown on 
the attached map, Schedule "A" a heritage conservation district. 

2. Part 4 designations are excluded from the provisions of this by-law. 

3. This by-law shall not come into force without the approval of the Ontario Municipal Board. 

Read a FIRST, SECOND and THIRD time and 

FINALLY PASSED this 27th day of October, 1997. 



THIS IS SCHEDULE "A" TO BY-LAW NUMBER ~ 173-97 
passed this 27th day of October, 1997 

tOi 

_... 

--·-
STUDT AREA BOUl'IDARY 

I HE RITA.CE COHSEJtVATION 
DlfflUCT JIOUNDART 



BY-LAW NUMBER 174-97 
OF THE CORPORATION OF 
THE CITY OF STRATFORD 

Being a By-law to establish certain guidelines for the 
implementation of a heritage conservation district in 
the of Stratford. 

WHEREAS Council of The Corporation of the City of Stratford has by by-law designated 
a defined area in the City of Stratford as a heritage conservation district; 

AND WHEREAS Council intends to regulate the demolition or removal of buildings and 
structures within the heritage conservation district through the establishment of guide lines; 

NOW THEREFORE BE IT ENACTED by Council of The Corporation of the City of 
Stratford as follows: 

I. Subject to Paragraph 7 herein, no person shall in the area defined in By-law No. 173-
97, demolish or remove any building or structure without a permit therefore issued by 
the Council of The Corporation of the City of Stratford unless; 

a) the by-law has been deemed to be repealed under Section 41 (8) of The Ontario 
Heritage Act; 

b) the Board has issued an order refusing approval of the by-law; or, 
c) sixty (60) days have elapsed from the date of submission of a complete application 

as prescribed in Paragraph 2 herein and the Director of Building and Planning has 
issued a permit under the terms and conditions of Paragraph 7 of this by-law. 

2. An application for a permit referred to in Paragraph 1 shall be made to the Council of 
The Corporation of the City of Stratford and shall contain or be accompanied by such 
information, drawings, and other material as may reasonably be required by Council to 
fully consider the application and that Council in its sole discretion shall determine the 
information, drawings and other material that it requires to fully consider such 

, applications. 

3. An application for a permit referred to in Paragraph 2 shall include the owner's or 
applicant's reasons for demolition of the building or structure. 

4. Subject to Paragraph 5, applications for demolition or removal of any building or 
structure in a heritage conservation district shall be considered by Council and Council, 
within 60 days of receipt of the completed application or such longer period as is 
mutually agreed by the applicant and the Council, shall, 

a) issue the permit as requested; or 
b) advise the applicant in writing that a permit is refused. 

5. Within 7 days of receipt of a complete application, the Director of Building and 
Planning shall provide a copy of the application, information, material and drawings 
provided by the applicant to LACAC for its review and comments and LACAC may 
within the 60 day period prescribed in this by-law, negotiate with the owner or the 
owner's agent to withdraw the application for a demolition permit, failing which 
LACAC may within the 60 day period, negotiate with the owner or the owner's agent 



·-· .. , ... 

to take photographs of the interior and exterior of the building or structure for the 
purposes of recording relevant historical aspects of Stratford's heritage and to negotiate 
to salvage any artifacts that may be of further relevance. 

6. Such terms and conditions as Council considers desirable may he attached to a permit 
issued under subsection a) of Paragraph 4 herein and that such terms and conditions 
shall be binding on the applicant, including, and the following conditions shall be 
attached to a permit issued under subsection a) Paragraph 4: 

i) written confirmation from the appropriate municipal departments and utility 
companies that utilities and municipal services, including sanitary and storm sewers 
have been capped or disconnected to the satisfaction of the municipal department 
and utility company. 

7. Notwithstanding the provisions of Paragraph 1 herein, where au application for 
demolition or removal of any building or structure within a heritage conservation 
district is refused by Council or Council fails to make a decision thereon within 60 
days of receipt of the complete application, the Director of Building and Planning for 
the City of Stratford is authorized and shall issue a permit for the demolition or 
removal of such building or structure subject to all other Acts or regulations and 
municipal by-laws or regulations that are in force, upon receipt of a written request 
from the applicant for such demolition pennit. 

READ a FIRST, SECOND and TIITRD time and 

FINALLY PASSED this 27th day of October, 1997. 



 

 

   

 

This document was retrieved from the Ontario Heritage Act Register, 
which is accessible through the website of the Ontario Heritage Trust at 

www.heritagetrust.on.ca. 

Ce document est tiré du registre aux fns de la Loi sur le patrimoine de 
l’Ontario, accessible à partir du site Web de la Fiducie du 

patrimoine ontarien sur www.heritagetrust.on.ca. 

http://www.heritagetrust.on.ca/
http://www.heritagetrust.on.ca/fr/
http://www.heritagetrust.on.ca/fr/
http://www.heritagetrust.on.ca/


BY-LAW NUMBER 94-97 OF THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF STRATFORD 

BEING a by-law to designate the real property known municipally as 
245 Downie Street, Stratford as being of architectural and 
historical value or interest. 

WHEREAS Section 29 of The Ontario Heritage Act, R.S.O. 1980, 
Chapter 337, authorizes the Council of a municipality to enact 
by-laws to designate real property including all buildings and 
structures thereon, to be of architectural and historical value or 
interest; 

AND WHEREAS the Municipal Council of The Corporation of the City 
of Stratford has consulted with its Local Architectural 
Conservation Advisory Committee; 

AND WHEREAS the Council of The Corporation of the City of 
Stratford has caused to be served upon The Ontario Heritage 
Foundation and the owners of the property known as 245 Downie 
Street, Stratford, notice of its intention to so designate the 
aforesaid real property and has caused general circulation in the 
City of Stratford by publication of the notice of intention in a 
newspaper having general circulation in the municipality once for 
each of three consecutive weeks; 

AND WHEREAS no notice of objection to the proposed designation has 
been served on the Clerk of the Municipality; 

THEREFORE the Council of the Corporation of the City of Stratford 
ENACTS as follows: 

1. There is designated as being of architectural and 
historical value or interest the real property known as 
245 Downie Street, in the City of Stratford for the 
reasons described in Schedule "A" attached hereto. 

2. The Municipal Solicitor is hereby authorized to cause a 
copy of this by-law to be registered against the property 
described in Schedule "A" hereto in the proper land 
registry office which property is legally described in 
Schedule "B" attached hereto. 

3. The Clerk is hereby authorized to cause a copy of this 
by-law to be served on The Ontario Heritage Foundation and 
the owner of the property and to cause notice of the 
passing of this by-law to be published in the Stratford 
Beacon Herald being a paper having general circulation in 
the municipality once for each of three consecutive weeks. 

READ a FIRST, SECOND and THIRD TIME AND 

FINALLY PASSED this 10th day of June, A.O. 1991. 

C).. ~;g~
MAYOR - Dave Hunt 

~~~dCITCLC: ~chulthies 
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SCHEDULE "A" 

Reasons for the Designation: 

This early Edwardian building with late Victorian features on the 
west or Downie Street wall was built in 1903 for the Mooney 
Biscuit and Candy Company and was the original part of the 
building. This part was demolished in 1934. The Mooney Biscuit 
and Candy Company employed over 200 people and even had their own 
railroad cars to deliver their products. Evidence of the track is 
located on Falstaff Street. 

The original building, or what is there today, will be in the 
designation. This includes the exterior of the building; the 
original windows; the original doorway on Downie Street, and the 
original masonry. The landing on the south wall is not included. 



SCHEDULE "8'' 

ALL AND SINGULAR that certain parcel or tract of land and premises 

situate, lying and being in the City of Stratford in the County of 

Perth and being composed of all of Lots Numbers 45, 44, 41 and part 

of Lot Number 40.according to registered Plan Number 75, ~hat part 

of said Lot Number 40 being described as follows: 

COMMENCING at the north-west angle of Lot 40; 

THENCE south along the west limit thereof a distance of 122.10 feet 

more or less to the south-west angle thereof; 

THENCE easterly along the southerly limit a distance of 60 feet 

more or less to a point, said point being distant 6 feet measured 

westerly therealong from the south-east angle of said Lot; 

THENCE north and parallel to the east limit of said Lot a distance 

of 28.10 feet more or less to a point, which said point is distant 

94 feet south from the north limit of said Lot and measured per-

pendicular thereto; 

THENCE east parallel to the north limit of said Lot a distance of . . 

6 feet to a point in the east limit of said Lot; 

THENCE north along the east limit of said Lot a distance of 94 

feet to the north-east angle thereof; 

THENCE west along the north limit of said Lot a distance of 66 feet 

more or less to the place of beginning; 

SUBJECT TO A RIGHT-OF-WAY over along and upon the east 6 feet of 

Lot Number 40 running south of uniform width a distance of 94 feet 

from the north limit of Lot 40; 

AND TOGETHER WITH A RIGHT-OF-WAY over along and upon the west 

6 feet of Lot Number 37 according to Plan Number 75 running south 

of uniform width a distance of 94 feet from the north limit of said 

Lot Number 37. All as described in Instrument Number 174150. 

TYPED LM
f------~-
I co~·,p, ~ED '(J;J. /Q 
:. ,-,_-.:, . •-~~)W l'::D I 
..__ --~,-- ··-. .. -- -- . ----
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18 Brunswick Street 
City of Stratford 
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Evan 
Sugden 
President 
HBASc, MA, CAHP, MCIP, RPP 

548-288-3152 

705-305-6445 

esugden@brightpast.ca 

brightpast.ca 

Education 
Master of Arts (Planning) 

• University of Waterloo 

Honours Bachelor of Arts & 
Sciences (Geography) 

• Lakehead University 

Evan is the President and co-founder of Bright Past and is 
a registered Heritage Professional with the Canadian 
Association of Heritage Professionals and a Registered 
Professional Planner. He provides specialized knowledge 
in the conservation and stewardship of cultural heritage 
resources, is a storyteller, and cultural enthusiast. He 
published a thesis on the adaptive reuse of industrial 
heritage buildings and brings a wide array of project 
experience including heritage bridge assessments; 
heritage screening and evaluation reports, and heritage 
impacts assessments; due diligence research and historic 
archival research; heritage conservation plans and 
designating by-laws; review and wording for conservation 
easements; heritage permit applications; and adaptive 
reuse. 

Professional Experience 
President | Heritage Planner 
Bright Past Heritage Consulting Inc. Aug 2021 – Present 

Senior Planner 
Bousfields Inc. Jan 2021 – Present 

Heritage Planner 
MHBC Planning Ltd. Oct 2017 – Jan 2021 

Planner 
Skelton Brumwell & Associates Inc. Oct 2016 – Oct 2017 

Junior Planner 
Planscape Inc. May 2016 – Sep 2016 

https://brightpast.ca
mailto:esugden@brightpast.ca


  

       

        

         

           

       

 
        

 

        
      

         
   

         
  

            
      

             
   

         

          
   

           
 

             
 

Select Heritage Project Experience 

• Heritage Impact Assessment for 203-205 King St S, Waterloo, ON 

• Heritage Impact Assessment for 129 Meadowlily Rd S, London, ON 

• Heritage and Urban Design Impact Assessment for 18 Brunswick Street, Stratford, ON 

• Heritage Planning Opinion for Listed Heritage Property at 201 Water St. S., Cambridge, ON 

• Dare Family Home Heritage Impact Assessment, Waterloo, ON 

• Girven Bridge , MacIntosh Bridge , Deer River Hatchery Bridge, and Burnt Dam Bridge Cultural 
Heritage Evaluations and Heritage Impact Assessments (Municipal Class EA), Peterborough 
County, ON 

• Hanlan Street Extension Heritage Evaluation and Heritage Impact Assessment (Municipal 
Class EA), Town of Essex, ON 

• Jordan’s Hollow Bridge Heritage Evaluation and Heritage Impact Assessment (Municipal 
Class EA), Lincoln, ON 

• Lincoln Historic Culvert Built Heritage and Cultural Landscape Assessment (Municipal Class 
EA), Lincoln, ON 

• New Vision United Church Cultural Heritage Assessment, Hamilton, ON 

• Cultural Heritage Due Diligence and Planning Opinion for Adaptive Reuse of Heritage 
Structures (Added High-Rise onto Heritage Fabric), Toronto, ON 

• Cultural Heritage Due Diligence and Planning Opinion for Redevelopment of Peter Hay Knife 
Co. , Cambridge, ON 

• Heritage Impact Assessment for 40-Storey Luxury Hotel, 1013 Fallsview Boulevard, Niagara 
Falls, ON 

• Cultural Heritage Impact Assessment, Documentation, and Conservation Plan, 160 Salvation 
Road, Brampton, Brampton, ON 

• Cultural Heritage Screening Report for the Kelso/Glen Eden Urban Servicing Extension, 
Milton, ON 

• Town of Grimsby Parks, Recreation and Culture Master Plan (Part of a Project Team) 
Disclaimer: Some of the above project experience was gained during previous/other employment. 



    

         

             
       

      
      

           
   

            
     

           
        

           
           

            
   

 

Select Urban Design Project Experience 

• Heritage and Urban Design Impact Assessment for 18 Brunswick Street, Stratford, ON 

• Planning and Urban Design Rationale Report for 49-Storey High-rise, Mixed-Use Residential / 
Community Services Redevelopment, 307 Lake Shore Blvd E, Toronto, ON 

• Planning and Urban Design Rationale Report for Mid-rise, Mixed-Use Residential / 
Commercial Redevelopment, 399 Greenhill Avenue, Hamilton, ON 

• Planning and Urban Design Rationale Report for 2-tower High-rise Redevelopment, 2020 
Lakeshore Road, Burlington, ON 

• Planning and Urban Design Rationale Report for 3 Mid-rise Residential Buildings, 390-400 
Woodsworth Road, North York, Toronto, ON 

• Planning and Urban Design Rationale Report for Mixed-use, Mid-rise Commercial / 
Residential Building, 333 Wilson Avenue, North York, Toronto, ON 

• Planning and Urban Design Rationale Report for Mixed-use, High-rise Commercial / 
Residential Building, Corner of Walnut Street and Victoria Avenue, Niagara Falls, ON 

• Planning and Urban Design Rationale Report for Niagara Falls Marriott Fallsview Hotel & Spa, 
6740 Fallsview Boulevard, Niagara Falls, ON 

Disclaimer: Some of the above project experience was gained during previous/other employment. 










